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nyone who has older brothers

or sisters has experienced firsthand the sheer power of leadership. Purely by instinct, older
siblings personify a leadership model our nation has revered for
centuries -

one based on a single authoritarian leader and

loyal followers.
But the School of Education's leadership program is changing ideas about effective leadership today. Gone are the "great
man" theories that espouse one person with a vision directing a
group of supporters, replaced by new collaborative theories
being explored by the education professors and students.
Our cover story, "Blueprint for the Future: USO Brings
Leadership into the 21st Century," examines those theories of
team-building and shows how they differ from the popular
management development programs many businesses are
embracing today. The story also highlights graduates of the
program who have introduced these new leadership concepts in
a number of fields, including business, education and non-profit
administration. As one professor noted, "Management is
election to an office, leadership is how you conduct yourself
once you get into that office."
Also in this issue, "At Center Stage" puts the spotlight on
USO alumni who are making names for themselves in film,
theater and music. One parlayed his talent for stunts into a
marriage and a career, another shares his traveling stage with
everyone from prisoners to schoolchildren, and two others get
their audiences dancing in the aisles, whether they are playing
their version of "The Sesame Street Song" or one of their original tunes like "My Carphone's on the Pill."
Finally, "Dear Mr. O'Brien" illustrates the powerful effect a
chance encounter can have on a person's life. At last May's
undergraduate commencement, Sherri Bliss had a lot of questions about her future. Jack O'Brien, the commencement
speaker, had the answers. And though the two have never met
face-to-face, it's not likely that they will forget each other soon.
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which a pink prom dress, a high-speed
chase and sheer imagination are part
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alumni show why there's no business
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teaching the dramatic arts.
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By Trisha]. Ratledge
Sitting with her fellow undergraduates at commencement last May 22,
Sherri Bliss was in no mood to celebrate. She was contemplating her
future amid the revelry, and it gave
her pause. Little did she know that
three minutes of the ceremony would
change the course of her life.
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Blueprint far the Future
By Michael R. Haskins

John Trifiletti '78
The days of the leader with the iron
will - whether in politics, private
organizations or everyday life - are
over. Ideas about leadership now favor
cooperation and collaboration over
coercion and competition. At USD,
students in the School of Education's
leadership program are throwing away
old theories and developing a new
model for the 21st century.
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n his 24th and final
convocation before the
faculty, USD President
Author E. Hughes posed
some of the questions
facing the nation and the
university as a new era begins in
American higher education.
The questions are easy to formulate
although "unbelievably complex to
address," Hughes said in the September
speech. They include:
• What is a university education worth?
• Who pays? Who gets financial aid?
• Who will subsidize the teaching of
liberal arts in a society that clamors for
an immediate economic payoff?
• What will the future American
Catholic university look like? How will
it relate to its students and to the church?
Each question represents a central
dilemma of the times, Hughes said,
adding that while no single person holds
the answers, USD is blessed with a
community of individuals who possess
the wisdom, vision and constancy of
purpose to lead the university into the
next century.
In the convocation, Hughes pointed to
the strengths that will ensure the university's future success, including its financial status, its base of contributors, its
outstanding students and faculty, and a
committed board of trustees.
As for the classroom of the future,
Hughes told the audience it will be vital
to maintain a balance between teaching
and research. "There is great opportunity
for the University of San Diego to gain
recognition by making teaching and
research reinforce each other in the lives
of our students," he said.
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Hughes wrapped up his address by
noting a trend in Catholic higher education toward emphasizing ecumenism, or
the interdependence of all religions.
Ecumenism embraces the concept of
respect for each person, Hughes said,
and gives an individual the freedom to
pursue his or her own faith while also
enabling people of different faiths to rely
on each other for support.
The convocation concluded when
Hughes presented the inaugural Medal of
San Diego de Alcala to Irving Parker,
retired English professor and a founding
faculty member of the San Diego College
for Men. The medal is awarded to a longtime employee in recognition of extraordinary and enduring contributions to
furthering the goals and mission of the
university. Hughes noted that Parker
quickly became a jack-of-all-trades after
his arrival on campus - teaching, working as registrar and even obtaining equipment.
Also honored at the convocation were
five University Professors, recognized
for outstanding, balanced career contributions supporting the mission and goals
of the university. They are: Dennis R.
Briscoe, Iris H.W. Engstrand, Edward
Kujawa, Gary A . Macy and Donald
Weckstein.
In addition, five Steber Professors
were recognized for substantial contributions in the areas of teaching, research
and service: Gregory M. Gazda, Florence
Morgan Gillman, Donald L. Helmich,
the Rev. Dennis W . Krouse and Patricia
A. Plovanich.
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A contingent of 20 law students from
the University of Rostock in the former
East Germany spent most of August on
the USD campus studying a curriculum
on Introduction to American Law.
Organized by Fulbright Professor
Thomas Lundmark, the summer program
included instruction on constitutional
law from Bernard Siegan, torts from Gail
Heriot, civil procedure from Walt Heiser,
contracts from Mike Kelly, international
environmental law and law of the sea
from Jorge Vargas, and sexual discrimination from Academic Vice President
and Provost Sister Sally Furay.
During their visit, the German students were honored at a reception hosted
by the USD School of Law chapter of
the International Law Society.
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Nurse practitioner students at the Philip
Y. Hahn School of Nursing now can
specialize in providing primary care to
adults and elderly people with acute and
chronic illnesses.
The new adult nurse practitioner
track with a gerontological subspecialty
option focuses on serving adults and
elders and their families. This track,
part of the master of science in nursing
program, is being offered thanks to a
$254,951 grant from the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services. Studies
include health promotion, acute and
chronic illness management, and rehabilitation in ambulatory, community and
institutional settings.
"The need for specialized case management for adults and elders has grown
dramatically in recent years," says
Louise Rauckhorst, associate professor
of nursing and the project director. "We
are particularly excited about the rich
learning opportunities in San Diego for
preparing nurse practitioners to meet the
special needs of culturally diverse and
medically underserved adult and elderly
populations."
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The University of San Diego's board of
trustees has welcomed a new member:
Roy E. "Gene" Bell, president and chief
executive officer of the Union-Tribune
Publishing Co.
Bell, who has been active in the newspaper business for 34 years, joins the
board as it conducts its search for a
successor to outgoing President Author
E. Hughes.
"The guidance of our board will be
especially critical during this leadership
transition," says Daniel W. Derbes,
chairman of the board of trustees. "We
are grateful that Mr. Bell has agreed to
serve as our newest trustee, and we know
his counsel will be invaluable to us."
Bell joined the Union-Tribune
Publishing Co. after 25 years of leadership with the Tribune Co. of Chicago. In
1983, he was named vice president and
director of operations for the Chicago

o::I'.

Tribune. Before that, he spent six years
as vice president and operations director
for the Tribune-owned Orlando Sentinel
Communications Co. In 1989, he was
named vice president of newspaper operations for the Tribune Co. Between
1989 and 1991, he represented the
Tribune Co. in the management of the
Tribune-owned New York Daily News.
Bell began his newspaper career as a
printer in La Junta, Colo., before joining
the Sentinel in 1966 as a journeyman
printer. A native of Florida, he attended
Florida Southern University. He is
active in community affairs and serves
on the advisory committee of the
Newspaper Management Center at
Northwestern University. Bell also has
served as an adviser to the Rochester
Institute of Technology and the West
Virginia Institute of Technology.

HONORING A NOBLE PROFESSION
When Hal Holbrook looked back on his
acting career during a recent visit to
USD, he thanked one person in particular - Ed Wright, a teacher at his alma
mater, Denison University in Ohio.
After all, that teacher gave him the idea
for the Mark 1i'wain character Holbrook
has portrayed for more than 40 years.
Holbrook gave his first solo performance as Mark Twain in 1954, and has
updated and toured the show every year
since. "My teacher gave me the magnificent gift of this Mark Twain character,"
Holbrook noted. "I'm a very lucky man
because of a teacher who cared for me
and cared about his subject when he was
teaching."
Holbrook was at USD in September
presenting a benefit lecture in honor of a
teacher who inspired countless USD students during her own career. Joanne T.
Dempsey, who taught English literature
at USD for a decade, died of heart failure at age 44 in the fall of 1990. The
university community was saddened by
the loss and her students were devastated.
"She was an outstanding teacher, a
genuine scholar of Renaissance literature

and a woman of wisdom with the eloquence to communicate that wisdom,"
said Sister Betsy Walsh, a professor in
the English department. "She was a person of rare integrity."
To perpetuate Dempsey's memory, the
English department has set out to establish a lecture series on topics related to
her three loves: literature, drama and the
arts. Proceeds from Holbrook's lecture
benefited the Professor Joanne T.
Dempsey Memorial Fund, for which the
department has raised about half of the
$25,000 needed to finance the lectures.
In the meantime, Dempsey is remembered by former students and colleagues
for her kindness, her compassion and her
love for her students, family and friends.
In a written tribute, William Alfred
recalled the Joanne Dempsey who was a
fervent student at Harvard while conflicts over the Vietnam war erupted on
campus. Students had taken over the
administrative offices one day and called
a strike, he remembered. Picket lines
were set up outside the lecture halls and
demonstrators were calling for faculty
and students to join them.

"Before I could sit down (to teach the
last thousand lines of 'Beowulf'), a
woman rushed in and demanded five
minutes in which to address the issues,"
Alfred wrote. "She was in the 12th
minute of her five-minute talk when
Joanne Dempsey rose, courteously got
the floor and delicately told her that
since we knew the issues all too well,
there was no need to waste the little time
the class had to cover the last hard lines
of the poem.
"The student mottled with anger and
shifted from talk to harangue. Joanne
resumed her seat, opened her book, and
began to read the day's assignment in
flawless Anglo-Saxon. The class and I
joined in. Our young protester kicked
our retrograde dust from her heels and
flounced out."
This unparalleled passion for literature
and the arts, combined with a singular
compassion for her friends and family,
made Dempsey an unforgettable professor, mentor and friend. Once established,
the lecture series will honor Dempsey
and the countless other educators who
inspire students every day.
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he University of San Diego
athletics department inducted the first three members
into its newly established
Athletic Hall of Fame at a
Nov. 11 celebration and
dinner. The inaugural inductees, who all
have distinguished themselves both at
the university and in their professional
lives, are Bernie Bickerstaff '68, Chester
Pagni '89 (honorary) and John Wathan '71.
Bickerstaff, a point guard for two seasons at USD, was captain of the men's
basketball team and earned most va luable
player honors in his senior year. His
coaching career started at USD in 1966
when he began assisting coach Phil
Woolpert. He was named head coach in
1969 and held that post for four years,
racking up a career record of 55-49,
including his 19-9 final season.
In 1973, Bickerstaff was named assistant coach of the Washington Bullets.
During his 12-year tenure, the team
reached the NBA finals three times and
took one championship. Hired by the
Seattle SuperSonics as head coach in
1985, Bickerstaff led the team to the
NBA playoffs three times and was
named NBA coach of the year in 1987.
In 1990, he became general manager of
the Denver Nuggets.
Chet Pagni is fond ly known as the
founding father of the USD Sports
Banquet, the ath letics department's
largest annual fund-raising event. During
his 14 years as chairman of the sports
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banquet, the event raised more than $ 1.5
million for the athletics program.
"Chet suggested the whole idea of the
sports banquet to President Hughes and
me in 1978," says Tom Burke, USD
vice president for student affairs. "Chet
said that he would help us, and four
months later I knew what Chet's
involvement meant. Any organization
that has a volunteer with the ability,
drive, loyalty and determination of a
Chet Pagni is bound to succeed. I have
come to love the man; he's the greatest."
Pagni, who made a name for himself in
business with a successful insurance
company, also is a past president of the
San Diego Stardust Country Club.
John Wathan played both basketball
and baseball at USD from 1968 to 1970.
An All-American catcher in 1970, he
set the pace for the baseball Toreros
with a .430 batting average and was
named most valuable player.
Wathan was the Kansas City Royals'
first selection in the 1971 free agent
draft and he played 15 years with the
team. During that time, he was a member of the Royals' six American League
West championship teams as well as the
World Series squads of 1980 and 1985.
His coaching career began with the
Royals in 1986. In 1992, Wathan joined
the coaching staff of the California
Angels and in 1994, he moved to his
present position as bullpen coach for the
Boston Red Sox.
Nominations for Hall of Fame honorees are solicited each spring. The
Torero Athletic Association recognition
committee selects the inductees based on
athletic achievement, significant contribution to the university as a volunteer
and the strength of character demonstrated by the individual.

Brad Holland was named head coach
of the men's basketball Toreros in
September, replacing Hank Egan, who
resigned to take an assistant coach position with the NBA's San Antonio Spurs.
Holland, who revitalized the Cal State
Fullerton men's basketball program in
the past two seasons, becomes USD's
third head coach since the program
turned Division I in 1979-80, and its
10th coach overall since the program's
first season of competition in 1955-56.
During 1992-93, his first year as head
coach at Cal State Fullerton, Holland
directed the Titans to their first winning
season in four years, finishing 15-12
overall. In the Big West Conference, the
team finished 10-8, and along the way
beat every team in the conference except
New Mexico State. His 1993-94 team,
which lost three players to season-ending
injuries before the start of the season,
finished 8-19 overall and eighth in Big
West play.
Holland's basketball career began in
the mid-1970s at UCLA, where he was
a four-year basketball letterman. The
Los Angeles Lakers drafted Holland in
1979, the 14th player taken in the first
round, then went on to win the 1980
NBA championship. Holland also played
for two other NBA teams before retiring
in 1982 due to a knee injury. He entered
private business and also was a broadcaster for Prime Ticket from 1985 to
1988. He joined the UCLA coaching
staff in 1988, then moved to Cal State
Fullerton in 1992.

By Jill W agner
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teve Paltz '85 was driving home from a gig with a fellow songwriter when his friend began complaining of suffering from
writer's block. "I said, 'What do you mean? You can write a
song about anything,"' Paltz recalls, as they passed a man
thumbing for a ride. "'Like that hitchhiker, Hitchhiker Joe.'"
"Hitchhiker Joe," performed by The Rugburns, is now
played on 85 radio stations nationwide, and the band, started by
two USD alumni, has won the hearts of a legion of San Diego
fans. That base of supporters is sure to expand, as the four-man
group struck out in September on its first tour, gearing up to
meet a host of out-of-town fans who until this fall had only the
radio and one mass-produced compact disc to sate their
appetites for the band's slightly twisted acoustic folk rock.
Paltz and Rob Driscoll '84 have been a guitar playing, songwriting duo for more than a decade, but it wasn't until their
Morning Wood CD was released in April that The Rugburns'
music was played regularly on San Diego alternative rock stations. Produced by the independent label Bizarre Planet,
Morning Wood features 14 songs written primarily by Poltz,
who says he composes lyrics in the morning when he's in a silly
mood.
"I like making things up every day," he says, adding that his
answering machine often comes in handy when a new tune
comes to him and he's not at home. A call to Poltz's La Jolla
apartment verifies that the singer indeed uses the machine as a
venue for one of his latest songs - a ditty about living in an
anthill.
Poltz and Driscoll clearly have a spin on life that is best verbalized through their music. Perhaps the best word to describe
the lyrics of songs like "Gold's Gym Guy" and "My Carphone's
on the Pill" is irreverent. Take the lyrics from the latter: "My
earphone's on the pill, and my girlfriend's got call waiting.
My paper wants some coffee, and my mother needs recycling.
The percolator's drooling, and the baby's at the store. Would
you help me? Please!"
Far from being offensive, the folksie tunes get audiences
laughing and out of their seats, dancing in the aisles.
Onstage, Paltz, Driscoll, Jeff Aafedt on drums and Gregory
Page on bass are pure entertainers. Lead singer Paltz is energy
in motion, dancing wildly as he plays the acoustic guitar. The
sandy-haired, lanky singer is a marked contrast to Driscoll, who
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prefers to keep both feet on the ground while deftly strumming
an electric guitar and backing up Poltz with harmony. Driscoll
sports frizzy black hair, usually in a ponytail, and generally
dons matching clothes, as does the comparatively conservativelooking Page. Poltz and Aafedt, on the other hand, are known
for their playful garb. Aafedt's favorite outfit is a kilt with a
shirt Ward Cleaver would have been proud to wear, while Poltz
may appear first in Levi's and a Don Ho-like shirt, then change
into a pink prom dress for a rendition of "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show's" famous tune, "Sweet Transvestite.''
The Rugburns are genuine fun, doing, being and saying
exactly as they wish onstage and off. Another favorite cover
performed regularly by the band is a rocking version of "The
Sesame Street Song.''
Driscoll says the playfulness between Paltz and him began as
soon as they met on campus in 1982. An English major and
philosophy minor, Driscoll was taking classical guitar lessons
when Paltz overheard him playing one day.
"The next thing I knew, I was in charge of the music for the
Tuesday midday Mass," Driscoll recalls. Soon he and Paltz also
were playing the Sunday afternoon Mass, and classmates
remember some rocking and rolling in the residence halls when
Driscoll and Poltz teamed up.
Even while playing, they always tried to make each other
laugh, Driscoll remembers. Their campy sense of humor is evident on the Morning Wood CD cover, which encourages listeners to write a post office box address "for Rugburn tips and cool
Cheez Whiz recipes.''
Music was purely an outlet for the two students, who left
USD with no expectations of becoming megastars. "I think
that's the difference between us and a lot of other bands; we've
always done it for amusement," Driscoll says.
While Driscoll went on to become a high school English
teacher in Oceanside, Calif., Paltz, a political science major and
Spanish minor, took a job as a sales representative for a plastics
company. Paltz, however, knew when he left college that he
couldn't make a lifetime career around people in suits or in an
organizational structure. In addition to their day jobs, the two
musicians kept their music alive by playing evening gigs in
small pubs.
After several name changes, The Rugburns stuck and Poltz
and Driscoll became favorites throughout San Diego County.
The acoustic duo took on a drummer and bass player to produce the Morning Wood album and since then have played as a
foursome. Even with the addition of a manager and a sound
technician, the group remains small and accessible to fans.
They eagerly sign autographs when asked and Poltz enthusiastically asks the name of everyone who approaches him. The
female fans are often treated to a hug or kiss on the hand from
the friendly Paltz, who says simply that he loves people.
The Rugburns returned from their debut tour, which took
them as far as Louisiana, in time to play USD's Homecoming in
October. In January, the group's second CD on the Bizarre
Planet label is due out.
It's been 12 years, but Driscoll and Poltz are just beginning
to realize and enjoy their musical potential. The friendship and
partnership of the outgoing Paltz and reserved Driscoll have
evolved to make the pair a dynamic, if unlikely, duo. "I think
that's why we've stuck together so long," Driscoll says. "We
compliment each other. I'm the yin to his yang.''

hen Peter J. McKernan '81 spotted fellow USD student
Jane Mikolyski at a party, he told a friend she was the woman
he would marry. For the next month, Peter casually waited outside Copley Library every afternoon, hoping to run into Jane.
As a senior, Peter didn't have any time to waste. She finally
appeared one afternoon and Peter asked her if she'd like to go
have a soda.
Thirteen years later, Jane McKernan remembers the story
slightly differently. Peter was hurrying out of the library, Jane
says, and slammed right into her.
In either case, the meeting led to marriage a year later and is
now celebrated as one of the first stunts staged by Peter, who
eventually parlayed that talent into a career as a professional
stunt coordinator for movies and television.
Today, McKernan Motion Picture Aviation, a stunt coordination company, boasts a list of projects that ranges from the
popular "Die Hard" and "Lethal Weapon" movies to the television series "Airwolf" and "Magnum P.I." to commercial spots
for car companies and tourist bureaus. Recent productions
showcasing Peter's work include "Star Trek Generations" and
"The Brady Bunch" movie.
Under McKernan's direction, 50 cars come to a screeching
halt while Al Pacino crosses a New York intersection. Or a
stunt double in a Jean-Claude Van Damme movie repels from a
helicopter into a baseball stadium. Or a skydiver doubling for
Capt. Kirk parachutes out of the starship Enterprise. Whether
it's a drama like "Scent of a Woman" or the latest action
movie, Peter's skills are called upon by some of the hottes t
directors in Hollywood.
As a high-performance pilot, Peter himself is often at the
controls of a helicopter while a photographer captures the highspeed drama of a 110 mph car chase or the breathtaking beauty
of an island paradise. His gutsy flying, noticed first by
"Apocalypse Now" director David Jones, was Peter's ticket
into the movie industry and has since earned him the respect of

colleagues. "Prior to meeting David, I was working for the
Department of Justice, teaching CIA agents how to fly," Peter
says. "Getting into films was a matter of being in the right place
at the right time."
Growing up with a Marine pilot for a father, Peter always
knew he wanted to fly. At 16, he got behind the controls of a
helicopter for the first time, and when he graduated from high
school, he was set on a career in flying. "College or no college,
I was already a pilot," he says.
Peter considered following his father into the Marines until
his dad pointed out that military flying opportunities were
diminishing. By the late 1970s, six pilots were sharing one jet,
Peter says, so he traded a duffel bag for a footlocker and headed
off to the University of Connecticut. After a year he transferred to USD.
Peter worked as a flight instructor while at USD and immediately after graduation began flying as a pilot for major corporations. Although grateful not to have the pressure of deciding
on a career, Peter says his four years on campus were invaluable in helping him mature. "People who don't go to college
don't know what it is to sit in an amphitheater or lecture hall
and just listen," he says.
Now living in Manhattan Beach, Calif., the McKernans are
busy around the clock raising three children and coordinating
as many as eight stunt projects at once. Jane has earned her
own reputation as one of the top stunt drivers in the country.
She also doubles in stunts for actresses such as Geena Davis,
Daryl Hannah and Debra Winger. Peter and Jane's oldest son,
Patrick, also has joined the family business, acting as a backseat passenger for a Ford commercial in which his mom drove
the car while his dad flew a helicopter alongside - a mere six
feet off the ground - to film the action.
McKernan Motion Picture Aviation works on an average of
70 commercials a year in addition to movies and television productions. From week to week, Peter will fly around the country
or world to coordinate stunts and pilot the aircraft himself. He
has kept busy despite the economic doldrums plaguing the
country because, "the film industry is the only business that is
absolutely recession-free," he says. And despite his tenure in
the business, Peter is still turned on by flying for the movies.
"When I step out of the plane, I still say to the producer, 'I
can't believe you're paying me to do this, ' " he says.
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my Mann '89 (M.F.A.) s<ood and slowly "ansfo,med in<o <he
Elephant Man. His crooked arm extended from a shoulder that
was hunched, seemingly in pain. A gnarled hand, each finger
bent out of shape, hung limp at the end of each arm. Mann's
strong legs took on a distorted shape at the same time his neck
disappeared between his shoulders and his voice became raspy.
A British accent completed his transformation into a man suf,
fering from a disease causing fleshy skin growths and bone distortions.
It's been more than a year since Mann played the lead role in
The Lamb's Players production of "The Elephant Man," but he
slips easily into the part that challenged him to reach new
heights. Unlike the actor in the movie whose transformation is
aided by prosthetics, Mann uses only his body and voice to portray the Elephant Man. "I achieved something I couldn't have
five years ago, physically, vocally and in terms of focus," Mann
says.
A member of the first graduating class of the Old Globe
Theatre/University of San Diego Master of Fine Arts in
Dramatic Arts program, Mann has reached his goal of supporting himself financially through his creative work, but he has
more goals still waiting in the wings. "I want to be successful; I
want to do work that matters to me," he says. "I want to do
work that's appreciated. I want to continue to be better as an
actor."
The work that matters to Mann includes writing, directing
and performing in stage plays, storytelling, and teaching the
dramatic arts to future actors and non-actors alike. Currently,
Mann does it all as what he calls a community artist. He does
not race from audition to audition or feel the need to knock on
the doors of Los Angeles agents. Instead, he has found a home
in San Diego and its thriving arts community.
To Mann, all the world is a stage. He practices his art not
only in local theaters but also in schools, churches, nursing
homes and prisons. In fact, Mann teaches the essence of theater
work to these varied groups, changing the emphasis depending
on the age and cultural background of each group. He wants to
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show each person how drama can enrich their lives. At the R.J.
Donovan Correctional Facility in Otay Mesa near the Mexican
border, for instance, Mann teaches the men how to use drama
to express emotions, communicate and focus on goals. "To an
extent, teaching theater work takes on a social work feel,"
Mann says.
At the other end of the spectrum, Mann is in his first year as
an acting teacher at Grossmont College, a community college in
San Diego. This role in particular requires Mann to hone his
own skills to work effectively with young students hoping to
become actors themselves.
To round out the age groups, the USD alumnus works as a
visiting artist at elementary, junior and high schools and nursing homes through programs sponsored by the San Diego
Institute for Arts Education and the Playwrights Project.
Turning to a favorite page in his scrapbook of newspaper clippings, Mann points to a picture of himself and two actresses
playing the roles in a skit written by fifth-grader Edward Ward.
After working with the elementary class for several days last
February, Mann invited his fellow actors to help bring the children's work to life. Ward's scene, titled "The Big Decision,"
focused on an earthquake that wanted to shake the land and a
rock that didn't want the earthquake to do such a thing. "I like
working with kids," Mann says, his eyes twinkling.
Born in New Jersey and raised as a teen-ager in Florida,
Mann headed first to Harvard for his undergraduate work.
There, he studied English as well as American Languages and
Literature, and he acted in extracurricular plays. After graduating, he moved to New York and began working in regional theater. When he left for California, he didn't think he could be
away from New York for more than the two years of his master's program, Mann recalls.
Still, he couldn' t pass up the opportunity to participate in the
M.F.A. program, which operates as a partnership between the
university and the Old Globe Theatre, even though at the time
it was in its first year and still experimental. Admittedly, Mann
had not heard of USD but knew the Old Globe's reputation as
one of the best theaters in the country.
While immersed in acting, voice and even fencing classes on
campus, Mann and his fellow students worked as understudies
to the actors in the Old Globe productions. One of his fondest
memories is performing Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" in the courtyard between Camino and Founders halls,
Mann says.
The former student is no stranger to the Alcala Park campus
even now. Since diving into the art of storytelling two years
ago, Mann has been invited by the continuing education program to regularly join in storytelling classes. Rather than folkloric tales, Mann prefers to tell personal histories and reflections on growing up in Florida. For a person grounded in the
written word, Mann says it was a challenging and enlightening
switch to develop stories orally. He never records his stories on
paper but instead develops the narrative through conversation
with another person. "In that way storytelling has more to do
with music than writing," Mann says. "You have to find the
right phrase and the lilt of the story."
Mann has certainly found the lilt of his own story, which
continues to unfold as the roles in plays, requests to visit
schools and ideas for new works spill forth. If there's one thing
Barry Mann will never be, it's an out-of-work actor.

By Trisha J. Ratledge

DUvi. H,,,. O'K~:

itting with her fellow undergraduates at commencement last
May 22, Sherri Bliss was in no mood to celebrate. She was contemplating her future amid the revelry, and it gave her pause.
Little did she know that three minutes of the ceremony would
change the course of her life.
"All through college, I had been debating going into business
or education," she recalls, knowing that pursuing her dream to
be a guidance counselor would require the added expense of
graduate school. "l had finally opted to do something in business. I figured that I would make some money first and then go
into education later. It was a struggle, and even as I was making
the decision, I knew I wasn't doing the right thing."
Dismissing those instincts, Bliss already had begun interviewing for management training programs with financial companies in Los Angeles. So, she sat with her classmates at
Torero Stadium in the late-morning San Diego sun, the various
speakers interrupting her uneasy thoughts, her cap and gown
symbolizing a beginning that she could not embrace.

hen Jack O'Brien stepped up to the podium.
Ironically, the first commencement speech that
O'Brien ever was to hear would be his own - he
had always been too busy working on theater productions to attend his graduation ceremonies.
Nevertheless, the artistic director of the Old Globe
Theatre says he felt a kinship to the students in the audience
and, in that vein, planned to share with them a single insight
from his career.
"I am extremely happy to be here today," he started, as the
audience's restless attention continued to waver. "Tucked
within that most banal of statements is the seed I wish to discuss with you today."
For the next three minutes, O'Brien spoke from his heart,
rather than from notes, and as a true master of the stage, he
seized the audience's attention with his words, his passion and a
message that was brilliant in its simplicity.

"I love my work. Almost immoderately," shared
the award-winning director. "Even at this point in
my career, it astonishes me that anyone would want
to pay me for what I do . ...
"As graduates, you are in possession of a shiny,
powerful new machine, which you are about to kickstart . ... And if you ask me what it is that will power
that machine and make it work for you, I would
answer: passion . ...
"If I have one wish for you today, it would be that
in 10 or 20 or even 30 years, if anyone stops you as they have stopped me today - and asks you how
it is going and how you're doing, you could say as I
do from the bottom of my heart, 'I am extremely
happy to be here.'"
Just as quickly as O'Brien captured the audience's attention,
he released it when he stepped away from the podium. The celebrated veteran of the stage took his seat amid enthusiastic
applause and spontaneous cheers.
Applauding from her own seat, Bliss knew she had just
received the push she needed to follow her own passion. "His
message made the difference to me," she says. "It really made
me open my eyes and take a look at my life."
Abandoning any thought of a career in business, Bliss immediately began planning her return to school to earn a teaching
credential and a master's degree in counseling. And she wrote
to Jack O'Brien, thanking him for sharing his wisdom.

"As graduation neared, I had been searching for
anything to do with my degree, knowing that what I
really wanted was to pursue a master's degree in
counseling," she wrote in her letter. "The idea of
taking out more money in student loans had scared
me away from following my true passion. Yom·
speech, however, reminded me that the rewards in
chasing my dreams may be later in coming, but they
also will be much greater and more fulfilling than if I
had settled for less ."
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Just as Bliss was deeply moved by O'Brien's message at commencement, he was equally touched by her response. "The mail
that comes across my desk usually has to do with 'I liked your
play,' 'I hated your play,' 'We had a great time,' 'We had a terrible time,'" he explains. "Then this letter from this young girl
says, 'I just wanted you to know I was sitting there listening to
you when I realized I was making a big mistake, and I thought I
should do something about it.' It touched me, it moved me and
it sort of shocked me. But what a nifty thing to have happen to
me and to her."
Bliss was not the only person affected by O'Brien's message
that day. Many searched out O'Brien after the ceremony to
offer their thanks personally, while others wrote to him as Bliss
did.
Perhaps O'Brien hit a strong chord because his message rings
true from his own life - he simply loves his work, and therein
lies the reward. "If you have passion in your life's work, everything takes care of itself because you love going to work,'' he
says. "And if you don't have passion, frankly there isn't
enough money in the world to pay you for what you do.''
But for one whose career successes are often gauged by audience response, he is still incredulous when he thinks about the
stir he created at USD's graduation. "I am quite open-mouthed
by it," O'Brien says. "I just knew that I shouldn't bore anybody and then I should get off the stage."
Bliss, for one, has been transformed by his taking a risk that
day, and she is now taking a few of her own. Her business suits
firmly tucked away in mothballs, she is earning money for graduate school as a charter participant in the National Civilian
Community Corps (NCCC), a part of President Bill Clinton's
AmeriCorps program.
NCCC participants live together for a year and work in
teams on various community service projects identified by the
program. In return, they get free room and board, some pay,
and an educational award at the end of the year that can be
applied toward student loans or further education. Bliss plans
to be in the program for the maximum two years. She'll use one
award to pay some of her undergraduate student loans and the
other to help finance her graduate education.
Rooming with her community corps "unit" at a nearby San
Diego military base, Bliss is living life with the passion O'Brien
espoused in his speech. Her group is tackling a diverse range of
projects, including temporarily staffing a Boys and Girls Club,
cleaning up land near the Otay River so a park can be built, and
restoring a 19th century house so it can serve as a museum for
elementary schoolchildren. While the projects are centered
around San Diego for the first few months, the group also will
lend a hand in other Western states after the first of the year.
"I've never worked so hard in my entire life," Bliss says.
"You can't put a price tag on what we are doing. It's something
that's totally rewarding to us because we see that we are making a difference."
As she works tirelessly toward her goal of graduate school
and a career in counseling, Bliss remembers commencement
fondly as a day of true beginnings, a day in which she cast aside
a misguided plan and began pursuing her true passion in life.
Today, tranquility has replaced the apprehension she was feeling in May when she donned her cap and gown.
"I know that what I'm doing now is right," she says with
conviction. "At night, I'm just exhausted because we are working so much, but at the same time, I'm so glad to be doing it
because it's something I believe in."

WORDS OF WISDOM
When Jack O'Brien addressed the USD undergraduates at their May 22
commencement ceremony, he offered a gift from his heart.
am extremely happy to be here today.
Tucked within that most banal of statements is the seed I wish to discuss with you today.
For anyone choosing a life in the performing arts - and I strongly suggest a vigorous program of guidance counseling for anyone so inclined for anyone choosing a life in the performing arts, the career choices are
fairly narrow and focused. You hope you will work. You hope you will be
able to earn a living for yourself and, God willing, your family. Finally, I
guess you hope for some degree of acceptance from your audiences and
the critical faculty. And that's about it. I would say that nowhere in the
top IO or even 20 possible career goals available does it ever occur to you
that you might be standing in front of an audience like this one, about to
accept an honorary degree from a distinguished university.
So I feel as if an enormous question mark hangs in the air above my
head. How did this possibly come to be?
And since it is customary to give some token of esteem, some gift,
some talisman to the graduating seniors to take with them on the road
ahead; and since I assume you all have dictionaries; and since the only
acceptable alternative might be a personal check made out to each of you
for $500 ••• get over it! The least I can do is to offer some explanation for
the situation which separates me by more than 30 years from sitting
where you are today.
I love my work. Almost immoderately. Even at this point in my career,
it astonishes me that anyone would want to pay me for what I do. Now
this is clearly a sentiment my agent would prefer I do not share with you
in public. But whenever someone from the media asks me which of the
plays or operas, the musicals or television plays I have done is my
favorite, I invariably, and I think honestly, reply, "The one I'm working
on now. I am extremely happy to be here."
As graduates, you are in possession of a shiny, powerful new machine,
which you are about to kick-start. It has taken well over 16 years to
assemble this machine, and it is a tribute to your perseverance and determination, and has taken some of the best minds available in the academic
world, and a considerable amount of money; and it is this machine which
is meant to carry you forward throughout your careers. And if you ask
me what it is that will power that machine and make it work for you, I
would answer: passion. In this cool, sophisticated and even cynical
world, passion is not something we talk about, or are comfortable discussing.
If I have one wish for you today, it would be that in 10 or 20 or even
30 years, if anyone stops you - as they have stopped me today - and
asks you how it is going and how you're doing, you could say, as I do
from the bottom of my heart, "I am extremely happy to be here."
I am extremely happy to be here. And that, I believe, has made all
the difference.
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Blueprint
for the
Future:
USD Brin.gs
Leadership
in_to the 2 1 sr
Ce fl. t u..ry

By Michael R. Haskins

he days of the lead.er with
the iron. will -

whether in

politics~ private organizations or everyday life -

are

over. Ideas about leadership now favor cooperation
and collaboration. over
coercion and competition.
At USD~ students in the
School of Education's leadership program are throwing
away old theories and
developing a new mod.el
for the 21st century.

rofessor Joseph Rost can easily talk for hours about leadership,
because he's made the study of that subject his life's work.
Perhaps the final word on leadership comes not from Rost,
however, but from the simple sign that hangs above his desk:
"Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other."
Rost is true to those words. He has led the development of a
unique, triple-pronged program in leadership studies at USD encompassing a doctoral program, master's program and undergraduate minor - but he'll be the first to admit he learns something new about the subject almost every day. Not surprising,
because the program - especially on the doctoral level - is
popular with people working in a number of professional fields,
all of whom bring their own views on leadership to the classroom.
"We're in the midst of developing a new theory of leadership,
one that will be more appropriate for the 21st century," says
Rost. "The doctoral students feel as if they're part of a movement, creating a new, futuristic model."
That model includes the notion of collaborators who work
with a leader, rather than followers who blindly implement a
leader's vision. "Leadership is a process of relationships," says
Professor Mary Scherr, who along with Rost teaches many of
the core leadership courses. "Leaders today empower others to
participate in the leadership process."
Rost doesn't claim to create leaders. Instead, his objective is
to create experts in leadership. Although this may seem like a
tall order, his highly acclaimed book, "Leadership for the
Twenty-First Century," has gained notoriety as one of the
more progressive works in the field. So has the doctoral program.
"The program is fairly famous on a .national level, because
it's one of the few in the United States in which people study
leadership from a multidisciplinary perspective," Rost says.
That translates into students who essentially build their own
curriculum, expanding from the core courses in leadership into
their wn areas of interest, areas that might include business,
gy, ps chology or education.

his definition of leadership is still very much a
n pro ess. There are certain elements essential to leadersl:i - vision, team-building, promoting change, influence but Rost says the definition of leadership is in transition.
The students may not know precisely what leadership is, but
they do know what it is not. In fact, Rost's book and the leadership program cast a critical eye on misguided ·or outdated
notions of leadership. Models such as the "great man" theory
- essentially the study of famous leaders - are rejected.
Instead, students examine "everyday" leaders, people who exist
at every level of an organization.
The program does not duplicate theories taught in business
schools, either. "We take the very staunch position that leader-
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ship is not the same as management," says Rost. "That separates us from most of the other programs that use leadership as
a synonym for administration or management."
Michael Soroka, a USD professor of sociology who brings
the concept of leadership into his own classes, verbalizes the
difference succinctly: "Management is election to an office,
leadership is how you conduct yourself once you get into that
office."
Although Rost and his doctoral students are still shaping
their definition of leadership, they are learning to be better
leaders in the process. And Rost does have some ideas about
what leaders in today's world should be doing. "I hope this program helps people do good," he says. "I want them to use their
expertise to improve society, the world and th 'r orga zations."

One graduate of the doctoral program w
e
ries to good use is Tom Cosgrove, US s asso
dents and director of student development. A · ng t first few
students in the program, Cosgrove began puttmg his leadership
studies to work even before he graduated.
"At the time I was in the leadership program, we were trying
to build our own program to develop student leaders at USD,"
Cosgrove recalls. "I was able to directly apply what I was learning to achieve that goal."
USD has benefited in several ways from the leadership principles Cosgrove learned in his doctoral studies. While still in
the program in 1980, Cosgrove formalized the training process
for officers of the Associated Students (AS), the self-governing
organization to which all USD students belong. The training
helps those officers form their own notions of how to lead the
student body.
"We started doing off-campus retreats in 1980 to help AS
leaders develop their vision," Cosgrove says. "Now these
retreats are so indispensable that we can't believe there was a
time when we didn't have them."
An even bigger boon to USD was the research Cosgrove conducted for his dissertation. That research led to a nationally
recognized program in which students volunteer to compile an
extracurricular transcript, in essence a non-academic counterpart to the record of their grades.

SLucly l">;1rLners
When Jackie Freiberg began the
research for her leadership studies
doctoral dissertation. she chose to
further pursue a topic first. explored
by a researcher she knows well: her
husband.
"Kevin. my husband. performed
what. might. be called a 'great. man'
study. using Herb Kelleher. the CEO
of Southwest. Airlines. as his model,"
says Freiberg '94 (Ed.D.). "As I was
going through the leadership program several years lat.er. I wondered

'l

l

The program, which annually attracts about 150 to 200 students, encourages students to assume leadership positions on
campus and to keep a record of their activities. They plan those
activities in much the same way they plan their academic pursuits, with an eye on areas that will help them in their later
careers. They can then present to graduate schools or potential
employers an additional transcript, one that shows their abilities outside the classroom. And it seems that the lessons are
learned well. While faculty members served as mentors in the
program's early days, students have taken over and are acting as
mentors for each other.
Years later, Cosgrove still gets requests from those wanting
to use or cite from his research. But perhaps most satisfying is
seeing his work in action at USD every day. "A lot of students'
dissertations may sit on a shelf," he says, "but I continue to
apply my research to this program."
Cosgrove's studies have helped foster leadership at USD in
other ways, too. After he graduated from the program,
Cosgrove went to work designing the staffing needs and hiring
processes for the then-new Ernest and Jean Hahn University
Center. After the UC was finished and staffed, he delved into
the creation of a new "emerging leaders" program for USD
freshmen, making the university one of the first schools to
implement such a concept.
"The emerging leaders program gives students a leg up on
how to be a leader at USD," Cosgrove says of the semesterlong, non-credit series of classes. "After eight years, it's clear
that the students who participate in this program are assuming
leadership positions at the school."
In a sense, Cosgrove has brought the program full circle. The
one-time student of leadership not only brought the principles
he learned to his job at USD, he now teaches a core course for
the undergraduate leadership minor, "Leadership in
Organizations."
"My own definition of leadership is still evolving," Cosgrove
muses, "but I've never stopped applying the principles I
learned."

if I could revisit. Southwest. Airlines
for my dissertation and look for
examples of what. we called '21st.
century leadership.' "
Jackie Freiberg's choice illustrates
clearly how the leadership program
has evolved. At. the time of her
husband's dissertation. Professor
Joseph Rost.. the faculty and the
doctoral students were building on
models developed by pioneers in
leadership studies such as James
MacGregor Burns. whose work concentrated on individual leaders and
the met.hods they utilized. Because
of that. focus. Kevin Freiberg '87
(Ed.D.) based his dissertation on the
study of one successful leader.
As the program matured. however.
Rost. and his students turned toward
exploring the process of leadership.
and began to define some of the
characteristics of a new model of
leadership. That's when Jackie
Freiberg saw an opportunity to
reapproach Southwest:, armed with
the progress the program had made
in the intervening years.
"I studied three major changes at:
Southwest: Airlines and asked if they
were examples of 2 1st: century leadership," Freiberg recalls. "One of
(continued on page 17)
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into leadership studies began in 1976, when Rost
ught to the School of Education to begin a doctoral program
administrative leadership. At the outset, the concentration was on preparing students to become school administrators. When Edward DeRoche came to USD in 1979 as the new
dean of the School of Education, the faculty looked at the program and decided to redefine it.
"The faculty agreed that we should change the program fairly
dramatically," Rost recalls. "First, we decided to focus on leadership, whereas the previous program focused on education. We
also changed the course of study to emphasize a more multidisciplinary approach and recruited from fields other than education."
The doctoral program gradually began to attract people from
other fields, including business, health care, university student
services, human resources and even politics. After further
refinements during the 1980s, the doctoral program evolved
into one that now attracts about half of its approximately 100
students from areas other than education.
As the doctoral program grew, so did the interest of both faculty and students in this cutting-edge concept of leadership.
During the past decade, the School of Education added an
undergraduate minor in leadership as we! as a master's degree,
which is modeled on the doctoral program.

l.V1asters of Their
Own Destiny
"Some students in the leadership mas er's program are after an
(educational) administrative credential, but many apply the
principles of leadership to a variety of disciplines," says Scherr,
who is the director of the master's program. "About 65 percent
of those in the master's program are non-educators. Leadership
has an educational component, but leaders of any type need to
be skilled in these principles."
That sentiment is echoed by current master's students like
Amy Pat Rigney, who is applying leadership principles in her
job as a government and community relations assistant for the
San Diego Zoo. Rigney says the invaluable part of the program
is the study of trends in organizational leadership and the
knowledge she is gaining about the future of organizations in
America.
"Everyone comes into this program with different undergraduate, work and life experiences, and they carry that through all
the coursework,'' Rigney says. "What you bring with you from
your own organizations dictates what you want and what you
get out of the program."
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A 1993 USD graduate with a major in anthropology and religious studies, Rigney says she wants better interpersonal skills
and a better understanding of how the pieces of an organization
fit together. "We're learning that leadership can mean simple
modifications to existing structures, and that those modifications can create far-reaching changes,'' she says.
Although some might find it strange that a leader would
spend time on minutia rather than on sweeping changes, Rigney
says that type of fine-tuning is one of the many tools a leader
must master. "There aren't 10 quick steps to becoming a
leader,'' she says. "There's a portfolio of options ava rlable, an'd
a leader recognizes which to use in a given situation.'

Creating Tomorrow's
Leaders
Although the undergraduate minor in leadersliip offe
in-depth approach to leadership studies, this compon
USD's leadership program is no less important. The leaders of
tomorrow are among the undergraduates, and the minor, just a
decade old, is coming into its own as more students realize the
importance of leadership roles in all levels of our society.
One such student is junior Chris Hutchison, who arrived at
USD with a pretty good handle on how to be a leader. Active in
student government and other groups in high school, he immediately began working for USD's orientation board, the
Associated Students and his fraternity, Delta Tau Delta. Then
he discovered USD's leadership program, and found that he
still had a lot to learn.
"I've had a 100 percent change in attitude since starting the
leadership program,'' says Hutchison, who signed up for the
minor in leadership studies as soon as he found out about it.
"It's helped me in my college activities and in my personal life,
and I know it will help me in my future career.''
That career will be in student affairs if Hutchison has his
way, a radical departure for a student who planned to study for
a career in business. Now majoring in speech communication, a

natural complement to the leadership minor, Hutchinson marvels at how the classes in leadership have changed his life and
helped him become a better leader.
"Every time I walk out of class I have information that I can
apply in the organizations I'm working with," Hutchison says.
"Whether it's working with a committee, delegating responsibilities or just keeping communication between people open, we
talk i lass about how to apply leadership theories and then go

ts at e ery level of the leadership program use the
now dge they gain from the program every day. The program
by its very nature requires that the ideas explored in the classroom are put to use in the world outside.
"The program offers new ways to solve problems," says Tim
Yonder, who graduated from the doctoral program in 1992 and
works at San Diego Gas & Electric. "I can now offer a different view than, for example, the economists who work for the
company."
Rigney agrees, noting that, "There's a growing need for the
type of education that recognizes the human element in organizations. We need to figure out how our society will continue to
produce and maintain our standard of living, and the human
element of organizations is a big part of that."
Both Rigney and Yonder, who teaches at Mira Costa
Community College, praise the teaching process. "The professor works as part of the team, giving students the opportunity
to express their own theories and opinions," Yonder says.
Perhaps the most important concept students in the leadership studies program learn is that followers or collaborators are
an essential part of the leadership dynamic. "In the next century, leadership will be defined through relationships of leaders
and collaborators intending changes that reflect their mutual
purposes," says Rost. "One person will not be able to effect
change alone. Instead, there will be a number of people
involved in any significant change process."
Interestingly, Rost's ideas about the evolution of leadership
are reflected in the development of USD's leadership program
- starting with one man, but ending with many leaders.

St U<._iy P.trt 11<.'r.~ ( c o n t . )
those changes was a management
problem. but the other two followed
what I would call the 'Rost model.'"
The model to which Freiberg
ascribes Rost's name takes previous
studies of leadership to a new level.
incorporating concepts such as selfdirected teams of workers. the idea
that leadership can pass from one
person to another almost on a daily
basis. and that leadership is increasingly a process of' relationships and
collaboration. "Joe Rost has done
some incredible things for the
notion of leadership," Freiberg says.
"He's taught that by focusing on
leadership. we can take organizations. businesses and educational
institutions to new heights."
The Freibergs are putting their
leadership experience to work doing
just that. The couple formed the
San Diego Consulting Group to help
organizations study where they are
performing effectively and. more
important. where they aren't. "We
work with organizations on management development and training. but
we realize that sending people back
with new ideas doesn't help if the
organization remains the same,"
Freiberg says. ''We also look at the
system as a whole. find what it is
that inhibits people from leading.
and correct those problems."
The Freibergs' company is a testimony to two people who are strenuously applying what they learned
about leadership. Jackie Freiberg
summarizes their experience in
words that would make Joseph Rost
proud: "Leadership isn't about individuals," she says. "but people who
work collectively."
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ALUMNI

Note: Some vacancies still exist for class
chairs, co-chairs (for classes prior to 1971),
correspondents and co-correspondents (prel 971 classes) . If the,·e is a vacancy in your
class year and you want to volunteer, please
contact Alumni Relations at (619) 260-4819.
Alumni Gallery notes received a~er the deadline will appear in a subsequent issue . If a
large number of timely items are submitted
fo,· the spring issue, surplus notes may
appear in the summer edition. For classes
with correspondents, please send class news to
your correspondent rather than directly to tlie
magazine .

1953
CLASS CHAIR:
Therese (Truitt) Whitcomb,
Honorary Chair

CLASS CHAIR:
Katite Murtha

1955
ll! 4O-Year Reunion Celebration

Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIR:
Mary L. Scott

195&
CLASS CHAIRS:
Mary Ann (Daly) Kennedy and

19&0
ll! 35-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIRS:
Karene (Lemke) Evenson and
John Bowman
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Chuck Hanlen
2956 Verda Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
From class chair Jahn Bowman: "In just a few
spins of the Earth, the Class of 1960 will
observe its 35-year reunion and we hope we
can entice some long-absent members of our
class to participate. The purpose behind any
school reunion is to bring together members
of the class who formed deep bonds during
their time in school. Let's reunite to renew
old and cherished relationships. We ain't gettin' any younger, pals! If you have been
remiss of late in visiting the campus, make it a
point to drive up Marian Way. The changes
will not only delight you but make you proud.
We encourage news from all class members:
births, deaths, new business ventures, career
changes, birthdays, residence changes, weddings, etc." ... Janel Beck Zumstein lives in
Granada Hills, Calif., and is owner of AccuForms Inc. Her husband, Emil '59, passed
away in December 1993.

19&1
CLASS CHAIR:
Mary (Fiorino) Orradre

James V. Freed, Honorary Chair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Diane (Sinclair) Drew
2854 Creekside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS:
Martha (Fiorino) Dowell
676 West Timberbranch Parkway
Alexandria, VA 22302-3614

195'7
Dennis Halloran
5023 Lilac Lane
Dallas, TX 75209

CLASS CHAIR:
Carol (Burke) Couture

1959

19&2

CLASS CHAIRS:
Angel (Kraemer) Kleinbub and
George Palma

CLASS CHAIRS:
Janet (Halla) Trily and
Ned Wilson

19&3
CLASS CHAIRS:
Penny (Nutting) Guthrie and
Hank Acquarelli
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CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Martha (Spiers) Lepore
750 F Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118

19&4:
CLASS CHAIRS:
Mary Fipp and
Tony Mournian
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Delle Willett
2 7 53 Hillcroft Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63005-7007

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jase Cachuela is a popular actor in Hawaiian
television commercials, local theater and some
national television and movies. Watch for him
in Kevin Costner's new film, "Waterworld."
He's also earned his teaching credential and is
teaching English as a second language at the
University of Osaka, subbing at local high
schools and tutoring Japanese families.
Occasionally, he accepts some private investigator work. Jose writes: "On your next visit
to Hawaii, give me a call. I'm in the phone
book, two names above Cackle Fresh eggs." ...
Anne (Buehler) Lunnecker writes: "As I was
preparing to celebrate our 30th college
reunion in October, I looked back at all the
poignant memories of our USO days. Dick '62
and I celebrated our 30th wedding anniversary in July. On Dec. 14, 1963, we got
engaged at Founders Chapel before the annual
Christmas dance at the La Jolla Country
Club. In 1988, 25 years later, Dick and I
received the Bishop Buddy Award at
Founders Chapel. Just this year, our oldest
son, Greg Lunnecker '87, married Jackie
Junkin '89 at the chapel. Completing the circle of events, Greg and Jackie's son, Christian
Gregory, was baptized at Founders Chapel on
Feb. 16. With so many wonderful memories, I
can only hope that we have many more beautiful moments."

19&5
0 JO-Year Reunion Celebration

Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIRS:
Maureen Buckley and
Dennis G. Wick

ALUMNI

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Karen (Graham) Thielke

19518 14th NW
Seattle, WA 98177

:1.9&&
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Lais [Buangar) Kansan and her husband ,
Jerry, celebrated their 23 rd wedding anniversary in July. They live in Los Gatos, Calif.,
and have been active in community issues for
more than 20 years. Their daughter, Leslie
Catherine, graduated from Rice University in
May and was married recently in Houston.
Leslie and her husband, Douglas Morrissey,
will attend the University of Texas Medical
School in the fall.

:1.9&7
CLASS CHAIRS:
Donna (Trumble) McGill and
Paul Tuomainen

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
N avy Lt. Philip B. Craidar reported for duty
with the headquarters and service battal ion at
Camp Butler in Okinawa, Japan. He joined
the Navy in May 1990 . ... Richard C. Picard
recently completed an accounting program
and passed the CPA exam. He is currently
self-employed and is looking for an accounting position. He and his wife, Lana, live in
Greensboro, N.C.

organization and leadership, fro m the
University of San Francisco on May 20. She
is a cou nselor at D iablo Valley College in
Pleasant Hill, Calif. ... Callean (Kirvin)
Zazwarsky is a receptionist and hospitalpatient liaison for the Khedive Temple in
Virginia Beach, Va. She and her husband ,
Daniel, have been married for 14 years and
they have two children : Lisa, 9, and Brian, I 1.

:1.97&
:1.972
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

On July 6, Thomas G. Simons was named
pastor of St. Francis de Sales parish in
Muskegon, Mich. H e also recently completed
t hree years as executive director of the
National Federation of Priests' Councils in
Chicago.

:1.973
CLASS CHAIR:
Tim Chambers

CLASS CHAIRS:
Maureen Phalen and
Michael Liuzzi

:1.977
CLASS CHAIR:
Donald J. Altomonte
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Michael Aeling
48 Darlene Street
St. Paul, MN 55119-4908

:1.9&&
CLASS CHAIRS:
Sandra (Kiszla) C hew and
Walt Johnston
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Moira Lees
11806 Gorham Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049

:1.9&9
CLASS CHAIRS:
Jan (Davidson) Tuomainen and
Bill Davila

:1.970
,;,',!

25-Yaar Raunian Celabratian
Nav. 11, 1995

CLASS CHAIRS:
Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston and
G . Vincent Reardon Jr.

:I. 9

7 :I.

CLASS CHAIR:
Steve Nasman
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lawrence Pickard
41142 Cardinal Flower Drive
Murrieta, CA 92562-20 16

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Thomas W. Millar writes that he has four
great kids and a great job working with youth
as project manager with the state of California
Conservation Corps. He and his wife, Mary,
live in Lodi, Calif.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Elizaheth (Davanparl) Kirby and her husband,
Gary, live in Homer, Alaska, where she is a
kindergarten teacher fo r the Kenai Peninsula
Borough School District. She earned a master's degree in early education from Boise
State University in 1992.

:1.974
CLASS CHAIRS:
V ictoria (Westervelt) N asman and
Doug Robert
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Mary [Fusca) Russell has been married fo r 20
years to her husband, Russell, and they have
two sons: Michael, 5, and Evan, 11. The
Russell family lives in Cincinnati.

:1.975
Ii! 2 0-Yaar Raunian Celebration

Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIR:
Dennis Blair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
William Uberti
5350 Satterfield Court
Woodbridge, VA 22193-3408

:1.97&
CLASS CHAIR:
Steve Plourd
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jasaph Plan is executive vice president and
chief operating officer of The Bank of
Commerce in Auburn, Calif.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Craig Silberman (M.Ed. ) was named vice
president of major accounts for Willis
Corroon of San Diego.

:1.979
CLASS CHAIR:
Kathy (George) Frisbie
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Dorothy (Kettel) Kneski
296 Amesport Landing
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Cheryll A. LeMay (M.Ed. '81) received her
doctor of education , with an emphasis in
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Catharina [Priska) Bumalla and her husband,

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Tracy Bushnell and her husband, David

Paul, live in Weatherford, Texas, and they
have two children : Ashley, 8, and Colton, 3.
... Sister Anastasia Lall has been a missionary
in the Garissa Diocese of Kenya since 1988.
She writes in a Maryknoll Sisters newsletter:
"I was riding a bicycle from our village to
another about three miles away, carrying
drugs and medical supplies for their dispensary. I had not secured the box well, so it was
bouncing a lot, ready to fall off. Between the
two villages is a manayatta, a gathering of
homesteads of the local pastoralist group who
herd animals. One of the women there saw
my predicament as I stopped yet again to
secure the supplies. She tore a strip, two inches wide, from her own worn clothing and used
it to help me tie the box on. I arrived safe and
sound at my destination with the supplies
intact, and deeply moved by Halima's tearing
cloth from her own dress to help me . Not
only did she want to help me, she also wanted
to help the people for whom the supplies were
intended. As the 'Catholic missionary sister,'
more often than not I stand in awe of the profound ly Christian - that is, authentically
just and human - example of my Muslim sisters here." ... David M. Stanesic and his wife,
Lucy, recently relocated to Houston, where
he is a fire claims superintendent for State
Farm Insurance.

Griffin, own SunMist Farm in Reddick, Fla.,
where they work with horses.

19&0
Ct 15-Yaar Raunian Calabralion

Nav. 11, 1995

CLASS CHAIR:

If you are interested in volunteering for this
position, please call Alumni Relations at
(619) 260-4819.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Marguerita Paacack (M.Ed.) works on the
U.S. Navy ship Comfort, anchored one mile
offshore Kingston, Jamaica. Marguerite is one
of 70 U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service officers interviewing Haitians to determine whether they qualify for refugee status.

19&2
CLASS CHAIR:
Lupe Samaniego-Kraus

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Denise Bailey-Jackson
235 West 56th Street, #39-H
New York, NY 10019

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jeanna Canton-Luna is a natural childbirth
educator in Coronado, Calif. She and her husband, Carl Luna, have four daughters:
Jacqueline, 10, Rhiannon, 7, Arrielle, 4, and
Delaney, 1. Carl is a professor at Mesa
College .... Sister Garaldina M. Clinton made
final profession of her vows in the Society of
the Sacred Heart on June 12 in Rome. She is
a biology teacher at Josephinum High School
in Chicago.... Francas (Harris) Dambach
relocated to Richland, Wash., to start a pediatric practice. She and her husband, Art, have
three children: Ashley, 6, Stefan, 4, and
Lauren , 2. They are in the process of building
a house .•.. Lisa Matt (M.A. '90) is a professor at City College in San Diego.

19&3
CLASS CHAIR:

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Rabart Ouinnell is living in Des Plaines, UL

Chris Pascale

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

19&1

Terri (Gainey) Alford
3742 Lone Mesa Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89117

CLASS CHAIR:
Hugh Swift

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Lisa [Feasel) Binns is a teacher for the Clovis

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lisa Sill
11648 Mayfield Avenue, #202
Los Angeles, CA 90049
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(Calif.) Unified School District and she has a
new daughter, Tommi Suzanne. Her husband
recently passed away .... Jennifer Ralph
received a bachelor's degree from the
University of Massachusetts in 1984 and a
master's degree in international marketing

Z

N E

from Thunderbird College, Phoenix, in 1992.
She works for the U.S. Olympic Organizing
Committee in Atlanta, preparing for the 1996
ParaOlympics (games for the disabled) ...•
Lynna (Kingson) Saibal is still on active duty
with the U .S. Navy. She and her husband,
John, live in Suffolk, Va., and Lynne works
for the Naval Medical Center in Portsmouth.
... Mark D. Tunney was promoted to regional
director of national account sales for Marriott
in McLean, Va .... Juan Vargas appeared in a
July 1994 story on recycling in National
Geographic. The magazine article included a
picture of him working with San Diego residents to wipe out graffiti.... Mark Waadman
moved to Davenport, Iowa, in April to join
his fiancee. He is employed in a drug rehabilitation program at the Annie Wittenmayer
Youth Center.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Sandra (Rase) Salam (M.S.N.) is an assistant
professor of nursing at Point Loma Nazarene
College in San Diego. She and her husband,
Craig, live in Coronado, Calif.

19&4
CLASS CHAIR:
Tim Huckaby

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Norma Samaniego
489 Pescado Place
Encinitas, CA 92024

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
After receiving her master's degree from
USD, Bronwyn Bachrach-Towle (M.A. '86)
worked for the U.S. Department of State for
three years in the Office of Legislative
Affairs. She now works for Hecht, Spencer &
Associates, a lobbying,/government relations
firm, in Washington, D.C. Bronwyn and her
husband , Raymond, live in Arlington, Va ....
David A. Dahl recently joined the Whittier
Trust Co. in South Pasadena, Calif., as vice
president and manager of fixed income investments. He and his wife have two children ....
Gina Paladini is vice president of the
American division at H&N Seafood in San
Francisco. She also just moved into a new
home on the shore in San Mateo .... Carl
Tripician is a partner in Franks & Tripician,
a law practice in Atlantic City, N .J., that
specializes in commercia l and business law,
civil and criminal litigation, and matrimonial
matters.

ALUMNI

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Stephan P. Dayle (J.D.) is senior vice president of development for Coscan Davidson
Homes in Del Mar, Calif. He oversees planning, engineering, construction and legal
operations for the firm .... Sylvia Tatman
(M.S.N.) works at Palomar College in San
Marcos, Calif., where she has been an associate professor for the past 17 years and chairperson of the Department of Nursing
Education for the past four years . She and her
husband, Gary, live in Menifee, Calif.

19&5
• 1O-Yaar Reunion Calabratian
Nav. 11, 1995

maritime exercise between the United States,
Australia, Canada, Japan and the Republic of
Korea. The exercise took place near Hawaii
and involved more than 50 ships, 200 aircraft
and 25,000 sailors, airmen, Marines, soldiers
and Coast Guardsmen .... Shawn O'Hearn
moved to Hillsborough in the San Francisco
area. He works for Tri-City Health Center as
a health educator to help slow the spread of
the HIV virus.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Catharina E. Gauthier (M.B.A.) is an invest-

19&'7

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Carolina (Carlson) Atwaad is a pharmacist for

Philip Welp

Scripps Health in San Diego. She and her
husband, Robert, have two children: Rachel,
born in March 1992, and Robert, born in July
1993 . ... Laura [Flares) Badilla (M.Ed. '89) is
a teacher with the Vista (Calif. ) Unified
School District. She and her husband,
Theodore, have three children and a fourth
on the way .... Charyl (Maumann) Ingram has
a new job as regional account manager for
Global Data Inc. , a wireless communications
company. She and her husband, Dale, live in
San Diego .... Army Capt. Jasaph F. Kinnally
and Sandra (Appal) Kinnally have three children: Brian, 7, Sean, 4, and Raquel, 2. Joseph
is in military intelligence and the family lives
in Fort Irwin, Calif.

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Shannon Smith
1602-1/2 The Strand
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Katharina (Farrand) Anastasia and her husband, Jack, live in Pasadena, Calif., where she
is assistant director of development at The
Chandler School .... Chuck McBride and his
wife, Amanda, live in San Francisco. Chuck
is senior advertising copywriter for Goodby
Berlin and Silverstein .... Navy Lt. Danial K.
Mishler recently participated in a major

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Sheila White lives in La Jolla, Calif., and is a

New York City. He and his wife, Diane, have
two sons, ages 1 and 3, and they live in Colts
Neck, N.J.

CLASS CHAIR:

Ed Aloe

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Joannie (Santoni) McLoughlin
11454 Eastridge Place
San Diego, CA 92131

special agent in the criminal investigation
division of the Department of the Treasury.

Maggie (Keller) Hawblitzel

19&&

Jacki (Cepe) Lake

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Kenneth F. narak (J.D.) was named a partner
of Hedman, Gibson & Costigan, P.C., in

CLASS CHAIR:

CLASS CHAIR:

19&&
CLASS CHAIR:

Niamh Foley-Homan
1621 Andora
Carson City, NV 89703

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Brian McCullough is chief financial officer for
Shannon Communities in La Jolla, Calif....

ment banker with The Trenwith Group based
in Newport Beach, Calif. Catherine provides
advisory services to emerging companies . ...
Timothy Ronstadt (M.B.A. ) is account manager for Schlumberger-GeoQuest in Houston.
He and his wife, Valeri, have three children:
Vittoria, born in 1985, Elias, born in 1989,
and Mitchell, born in 1991. ..• Thomas Steala
(M.B.A.), formerly Tomislav lgnjatovic,
joined Conte! as a systems analyst in 1989
and is now senior systems analyst for GTE's
commercial services division . He and his wife,
Tanja, live in Tampa, Fla., and Thomas plans
to start law school in the next two years.

Sean P. Murphy is an E-2/C-2 pilot and C2A
aircrew training officer for the Navy in
Norfolk, Va. He and his wife, Colleen, have
two children: Erin, 4, and Kevin, 2 .... Leasa
Pulaa is director of special education for
Options Head Start in South El Monte, Calif.
... Karan Rivara (M.B.A. '89) is administrative
coordinator for the San Diego Consortium and
Private Industry Council. ... Rabart Stiglich is
owner of Diamond Veil Development Inc., a
land developing company in Indiana. He also
is sales and marketing director for I.S.M.
Security, an industrial security management
firm . Robert and his wife, Jeanette, live in
Merrillville, Ind.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Susan (Burkhalter) Baldwin (M.A.) and her
husband, J.D., have two children: Gretchen ,
born in 1990, and Jay, born in 1991. ... Navy
Lt. Cmdr. Rea M. Haatharingtan (M.B.A.)
recently reported for duty at U.S . Naval
Station Roosevelt Roads in Puerto Rico.

19&9
CLASS CHAIR:
Tom Gorman

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Colleen Blackmore
6910 Blue Orchid Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Deana Aladray earned her master' s degree in
education in July. She is teaching second
grade in Encinitas, Calif. ... Jamie (Furl)
Allison is the public relations/marketing coordinator for the Children's Museum in San
Diego. Jamie just received her multiple-subject
teaching credential from USD and will graduate with her M.Ed. from USD in December.
... Loria Birk is an associate counsel in the
corporate legal department at Amdahl Corp.
in Sunnyvale, Calif. She was admitted to the
California Bar in December 1992 .... Kally L.
Bull (J.D. '92) is an attorney for the Law
Offices of Daniel R. Krinsky in San Diego....
Karan Cadiara-Kaplan earned a master's
degree from San Diego State University in
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policy studies in language and cross-c ultural
education. She is an instructor of English as a
second language for the San Diego Job Corps
and lives in San Diego with her husband,
Roger . ... Christal Clark owns a jewelry shop
in Pacific Beach, Calif. She designs jewelry
and sells it across the country .... Thomas
Clougherty is a second-year law student....
Christy Coleman graduated from UCLA with a
Ph.D. in education and an emphasis in counseling psychology. She is the project coordinator for intervention in the adolescent prevention studies program at UCLA .... Sean
Coughlin is an associate attorney for Milberg
& DePhillips in Cardiff-by-the-Sea, Calif.
The practice focuses on business litigation
with an emphasis in bankruptcy and real
estate matters .... Diane (Davis) Danna is a
buyer for United Grocers. She and her husband, Thomas, have a son, Ritchie, and they
live in Gresham, Ore . ... Susan Daudelin
recently earned her M.B.A. degree from San
Diego State University. She is sen ior subcontract admi nistrator for Teledyne Ryan
Aeronautical in San Diego .... Lisa (Kaanal)
Doezia is getting ready to start graduate school
at Old Dominion University. She will be
working toward a degree in educational
administration. Lisa and her husband, Jon,
live in Chesapeake, Va., with their two sons.
... Janina Dovidio became owner of a gift shop
in the Whittier Hilton Hotel on Aug. 30,
1993. She lives in Hermosa Beach, Calif....
Mark Edwards is operations supervisor for
Gary R. Edwards Inc. in San Diego ....
Monica Foltz is a senior buyer for Solar
Turbines in San Diego. She started working
on an M.B.A. degree at USD in September....
Martha 6minski is an M.S.N./nurse practitioner student at USD and a public health
nurse for Kaiser Home Health in San Diego.
She and her husband, Bud, live in Poway . ...
Air Force Capt. Sean Hackbarth lives in
Colorado Springs, Colo., and was recently
promoted to chief of launch operations for the
third satellite control squadron. Sean is
responsible for the launch and early orbit
operations of the Navy' s UHF F/O satellite
system .... Jane Harkins is an R.N. and travel
nurse. Sh e was on assignment in A lexandria,
Va., until Aug. 31, then off to another city.
... Michelle (O'Connor) Hubers and her husband, Myles, are owners of Mortgage Loan
Specialists, a mortgage brokerage firm in San
Diego . ... Jennifer L. Jacobs is a social worker
for Aspira Foster Family Services in Oakland,
Calif. She received her master's degree in
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counseling psychology from Boston College in
May 1993 .... Lucilla Kanjer finished her first
year of residency in the Department of
Pediatrics at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center.
... Suzanne (Ventimiglia) Kelly is working on
her master's degree in career counseling and
is a career counseling intern at California
State University, Northridge. She and her
husband, Jack Kally '87, live in Chatsworth.
... David Lousteau passed the California Bar in
1994 on his first try. He and his wife, Mireya
Melendez, have been married since 1991 and
are "loving life." ... Mary (Kaplan) Marusich is
office manager for Children's Oasis School in
Las Vegas .... Mark Mc6uinass is a history
and government teacher and volleyball coach
for Bishop Montgomery High School in
Redondo Beach, Calif. The team was C.l.F.
champ in 1993 and a state finalist in 1994 . ...
Stephania Morand lives in Boston and is the
southeast team leader for Sun Microsystems.
... Karen Parker is contract administrator for
Advanced Systems Technology Inc. in
Arlington, Va .... Lance Pelky is director of
retirement seminars for Hansch Financial
Group in San Diego. He and his wife, Eileen,
live in La Jolla .... Alice [Barrett) Schlesier is
escrow specialist for Household Bank Escrow
in San Diego. She and her husband, Edward
Schlesier, celebrated their third wedding
anniversary on Sept. 14 .... Stephen P.
Schuster recently formed Schuster Marketing
Corp. in Milwaukee, Wis .... Denice (Payne)
van 6nechten entered the University of
Hawaii Richardson School of Law in August.
She and her husband, Richard, live in
Honolulu with their three daughters:
Jacqueline, 5, Rachel, 3, and Danielle, 1. ...
Mark Williams is senior revenue accou ntant
for USA Transport Inc. in Adelanto, Calif....
Ken Zampese lives in Flagstaff, Ariz., where
he is recruiting and pass game coord inator for
the Northern Arizona University football
team. He and his wife, Christine Zampese
(M.Ed. '91), celebrated their second wedding
anniversary on July 11.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Laura (Flores) Badillo (M.Ed.) is a teacher
with the Vista (Calif.) Unified School
District. She and her husband, Theodore, live
in Murrieta.... Barry Mann (M.F.A.) is a
free- lance actor, writer, educator and storyteller in San Diego. He has been a featured
storyteller and lecturer in USD continuing
education storytelling classes .... Julie Cowan
Novak (D.N.Sc.) recently moved to

Charlottesville, Va., where she is a tenured
full professor at the University of Virginia
School of Nursing. She directs the nurse practitioner programs and the Division of Family
Health Care Nursing. Julie also holds a joint
appointment as professor, Department of
Pediatrics, University of Virgin ia School of
Medicine.... Dee (Easter) Torrington (M.Ed.)
is a fourth-grade teacher at Merryhill Country
School in Roseville, Calif.

1990
!f:I Five-Year Reunion Celebration

Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIR:
Estela Lopez

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
April (Flores) Goodjohn

926 Agate Street
San Diego, CA 92109
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Evan Donaldson is restructuring science education at Francis Parker School in San Diego.
He recently received the Dethloff Award for
teaching excellence .... Kelly England teaches
a third- and fourth-grade combination class of
gifted students at Benchley-Weinberger
Elementary School in San Diego.... Anthony
Eros is owner of an apparel/screen print company in San Diego. He has developed a children's apparel line for the 1994 holiday season and a men's apparel line for fall 1995 . ...
Paul Farkas is working on his M.B.A. degree
at Pepperdine U niversity and is a corporate
account representative for Airtouch Cellular
in Irvine, Calif . ... Sheri M. Dess was awarded
the Cornaro Scholarship for graduate studies
by Kappa Gamma Pi, a national Catholic college graduate honor society. Sheri has
enrolled in the master of religious education
program at Catholic University of America in
Washington, D.C .... Michael Hollon is a legislative aide for Congressman Gene Green in
Washington, D.C. He and his wife, Sharon,
live in A lexandria, Va . ... Robert Jackson
graduated from Baylor Medical School in
1994 with honors in general surgery and neurology. He and his wife, Nancy, are settled in
Houston for six years while he serves in his
neurosurgery residency .... Donald E.
Madnnes is in marketing/sales with
Washington Architectu ral Hardware in Fife,
Wash. Donald and his wife, Mary (McKean)
Macinnes, live in Kent .... Barbara Meehan is

ALUMNI

a.bond analyst at Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. in
New York City.... Julia (Mdlannall) Olivar is
in project sales with O'Neill Enterprises, a
residential developer in Idaho. She and her
husband, Peter, live in Boise .... Chris Olsan is
president of Horticare Management, a horticare company in Dallas and Little Rock, Ark.
... Navy Lt. William Scheiblllll' is officer-incharge of the military detachment onboard the
USNS Andrew J. Higgins, an oiler that is forward deployed to the western Pacific and
Arabian Gulf.... Lisa Ziamkawski-Balan and
her husband, Russell, live in Plano, Texas,
where she is a staff accountant for Frito-Lay
Inc.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Saran Chrislansan (M.S.N.)
and her husband, James, live in Bremerton,
Wash., where she is a nurse and department
head of patient education at the Naval
Hospital. ... Charlana R. Jahnslan (M.S.N.)
recently reported for duty at the U.S. Naval
Hospital in Naples, Italy .... Navy Cmdr.
Rabarl M. Maura (M.B.A.) recently graduated
from the Naval War College. During the
10-month program, students take courses in
strategy and policy, national security decisionmaking and joint military operations ....
Marianna [Waalavar) Sargal (M.S.N.) is an
instructor of community health nursing at
Clarkson College in Omaha, Neb.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Garald E. Bracht (M.B.A.) is vice president
and administrator for Scripps-Encinitas
Healthcare in Encinitas, Calif. He and his
wife, Tracy, have two daughters.

CLASS CHAIR:
Al lngallinera

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Glenn Hickok
2221 Princeton
St. Paul, MN 55105

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Eirik Hjalla is an equity trader for Torrey
Pines Securities in Solana Beach, Calif. He
and his wife, Anastasia, have a 2-year-old
son .... Jannifar Jolly is a seventh-grade

teacher at St. Raymond School in Downey,
Calif.... Rick Lull is a graphic designer at the
Denver Post and also has some free-lance
design assignments with Colorado Expression
magazine.... Chris Orr and his wife, Ramona,
live in Honolulu, where he teaches U.S. government at St. Louis School in Honolulu ....
Laural A. Shoaff received her master's degree
in non-profit management from the Mandel
School of Applied Social Sciences and the
Weatherhead School of Management at Case
Western Reserve University in Cleveland.
She is working as an intern in Columbus,
Ohio, and seeking employment.... Tamara
Tuila is controller for Pacific Mailing, a literature distribution firm in Newark, Calif. She is
working on her M.B.A. at Santa Clara
University.

1993
CLASS CHAIR:
Houssam Aboukhater

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Hays Fraim
87 Princeville Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89113

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

1992
CLASS CHAIR:
Greg Weaver

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

1991

Pacific in Vista, Calif. ... Scott Sabin (M.A.)
is program director for Floresta U.S.A., a
non-profit firm based in San Diego that manages reforestation and economic development
projects in the Dominican Republic and Latin
America.

Charlie Bush
6379 Caminito Luisito
San Diego, CA 92110

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Claudina Dalay (M.Ed. '94) is a teacher at
Bernardo Heights Middle School in Poway,
Calif. ... Jamia Fraaman is a Peace Corps volunteer with the English as a foreign language
department in Kazakhstan .... Jaannia
Handarsan recently completed the USD
RICA program and was confirmed in April at
Founders Chapel. In August, she transferred
to Dallas with the Marriott Corp .... Army Lt.
Gragary 5. Kuzniawski is the assistant logistical officer for the 22nd signal brigade located
in Darmstadt, Germany .... Kimbarlaa
Moravick (M.A. ' 93) is international documentation specialist for lntermag Inc. in
Sacramento, Calif.... Kara Mullan is stage
manager for the Seattle Children's Theatre.
In December, Kara will earn her Actor's
Equity Association card and will stage manage
her first professional show.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Palar Amstutz (M.B.A.) is senior process
engineer for Thermometrics in Edison, N .J.
He and his wife, Grace, live in Matawan ....
Anna Diaridcx (J.D. '92, M.B.A. '93) is a
lawyer and special assistant for the U.S.
Attorney General in San Diego. This new job
is a part of a pilot program for the Department
of Justice .... David Hammond (M.B.A.) is a
college instructor at Watterson College

From class correspondent Hays Fraim: "I am
still teaching first grade in Las Vegas. I love
my job! Please don't hesitate to write or call.
We all would love to know what you are up
to." ... Air Force 2nd Lt. Kimbarly (Hall)
Braun lives in Colorado Springs, Colo., and
works at Peterson Air Force Base .... Erika
Dohrmann is attending Gonzaga's School of
Law in Washington .... Maxwall Daubak is a
sales rep for Douglas Steel in Vernon, Calif.
... Tharasa Esparza is an accountant and tax
specialist with KPMG Peat Marwick in
Phoenix. She will complete the master's of
taxation program at Arizona State University
in December.... Sarah Graham and her husband, Michael Amato, are traveling in
Europe, Africa and India during 1993 and
1994 .... Jim Graalay is production manager
for Richard Chang Associates, an organizational improvement consulting and publishing
firm in Irvine, Calif.... Kimbarly Hailmillar is
sales administrator for General Instrument in
San Diego. She taught English to elementary
school students in Guadalajara, Mexico, from
August to November 1993 .... Kally Kanilz is
a physical therapy aide at Cherry Hills Health
Care Center in Englewood, Colo. She is going
back to school to earn a master's degree in
physical therapy . ... After spending a year
traveling through Europe and Central
America, Ethan Kulzschar is attending
Creighton University Medical School ....
David Mm1insan writes, "I am a writer/researcher
for Senator Eusebio A. Hocog. I recently submitted two bills for HIV/AIDS legislation
which, I am told, will pass into law very soon.
I am learning Tagalog (Filipino), Japanese and
Chinese. I intend to go to law school and
practice law in Micronesia." ... Rhonda
Naursa writes: "I've been doing a little of
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everything: working on a congressional campaign, volunteering at a local TV station (still
waiting for a break) and mostly paying bills by
working at Hewlett-Packard." ... Michael
Paganelli started working on his Ph.D. in economics at the University of Texas in the fall
1994 semester . ... Chris Palmer lives in San
Diego and just bought a house . ... Peter M.

Khan Chang Sin is attending Carnegie Mellon
Graduate School of Industrial Administration.
broadcasting for McCann-Erickson, an advertising firm in San Francisco .... Jason MaHax
is a law student at Santa Clara University ....

Sandra Perez started graduate studies in

Parker was recently EMT-certified and is dri-

Spanish literature at UCLA in fall 1994 and
is a teacher's aide .... Gloria Rajas is working

ving for Balboa Ambulance in San Diego until
he goes to medical school next year . ...

toward a single-subject teaching credential at
USD .... Navy Ensign Kavin P. Schultz was

Mishelle Patty is teaching second grade in the

commissioned after completing the Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps Program ....
Elizabeth Schweizer is working toward a doctorate at Carnegie Melon University in
Pittsburgh .... Kristin Skow manages a special-

Guam public school system and working on
her master's degree at the University of
Guam. She enjoys living at the beach in lpanTalofofo with her sister, Melinda Patty '94 . ...
Mimi Peterson is teaching second grade in
Redding, Calif.... Jell Prekker works for
Aerotek Telecommunications Services in
Gardena, Calif. ... Barbra Sheridan is communications assistant for the American
Association of Endodontists in Chicago ....

Kim Snyder spent a year as a substitute
teacher in San Francisco and now has her
own kindergarten class at St. Barbara's
School in Newport Beach.

ty apparel store in San Diego's Seaport
Village. The store owners are USD alumni
Mark Killeen '83 and Mike Lindmark '83 . ...
Navy Ensign Christopher Staffard was commissioned after completing the Naval Reserve
Officer Training Corps Program .... Marine
2nd Lt. Chad Stewart was commissioned after
completing the Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps Program .... Navy Ensign
Pedro G. Tajalle was commissioned after completing the Naval Reserve Officer Training

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Linda Barkacs (J.D.) is an associate with the

Corps Program.

law firm of Hinchy, Witte, Wood, Anderson
& Hodges .... Ten-y Maure (M.B.A.) owns
Moore Consulting and was recently hired as

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Edward M. Dempsey (M.A.) is executive

program management consultant for Solar
Turbines Inc. Terry also is consulting with
several high technology start-up companies in
the San Diego area .... Stephanie Stephens
(M.I.B.) is committee coordinator for the East
San Diego County Board of Realtors. She and
her husband, James, live in Chula Vista.

director of Ramona Community, a non-profit
housing foundation in Ramona, Calif. He and
his wife, Debra Hinman, live in Encinitas ....
Barbara (Anderson) Gilliss (Ed.D.) is founder
of The Gilliss Organization, a consulting firm.
She and her husband, Charles, recently
moved to Prescott, Ariz .... Jeffrey Glazer
(Ed.D.) is assistant dean for student relations,
at San Diego State University's College of
Business. He and his wife, Lisa Braun, live in

CLASS CHAIR:

La Jolla .... Susan Mitchell (Ed.D.) is associate director of university residential education
at San Diego State University . ... Brian R.
Tompkins (M.B.A.) is a financial analyst for

Tom Vertetis

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lauren Riaski

the retail division of Wells Fargo Bank in San
Diego.

5401 Nassau Circle East
Englewood, CO 80ll0

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Marine 2nd Lt. Thomas H. Campbell was commissioned after completing the Naval Reserve
Officer Training Corps Program .... Elizabeth

Ganse plans to move to San Francisco and
then pursue teaching in Japan through the
Jet Program . ... Cynthia Glace is attending
Marquette University Law School. ... Malcolm
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... Darcy Lang is assistant coordinator of local
Please note that USD Magazine does not
p,-int engagement information. While alumni
a,·e urged to send infom1atio11 about thei,·
mai-riages, due to space considerations,
wedding photograp lis a,-e 110 longer being
published.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Patricia Hinkle '78 married Edward Mehosky
on Oct. 30, 1993. The couple live in
Maryland .... Tricia Garwick '79 and Richard
Jarrett 'Bl were married on Oct. 2, 1993, at
Founders Chapel . ... Nicholas Krall 'BO married Anne Barhydt on May 29 at St. Francis
de Sales Church in Sherman Oaks, Calif.
Nicholas is a computer systems service
account executive for Reynolds & Reynolds.
... Ellen Evers '82 and Randy Prelan were
married on July 23 in the backyard of their
new home in San Juan Capistrano, Calif. The
couple honeymooned on the French and
Italian Riviera. Ellen is a senior manager for
McDonnell Douglas Corp. in Huntington
Beach .... Frances Huffman '83 and Jim

Morlino '83 were married on July 2 at St.
Michael's Church in Poway, Calif. They honeymooned on Cape Cod and now live in New
York City. Frances is a corporate tax manager
for Si the Energies Inc. and Jim is pursuing his
career as an actor, working in the theater,
television and commercials .... Rabin Giamela
'84 married John Hellen on Oct. 30, 1993, at
St. Jude's Catholic Church in Westlake
Village, Calif. Robin is a regional affairs specialist for ICN Biomedicals Inc. She and John
live in Huntington Beach .... Julie Cella '86
and Michael McKenna were married on Sept.
1, 1991. Julie is a government affairs specialist with Hobbs, Trout & Raley in Denver ....

Jack Hannigan '86 married Gina Johnston on
Sept. 1 7. Jack is owner of The Grandstand
Pub & Grill in Tigard, Ore .... Audie De
Castro '87 married Thelma Virata in
September 1993. After several years in public
accounting in San Francisco, Audie recently
returned to San Diego, where he is assistant
controller for The Eastridge Group ....

Hathryn Etter '87 married Vincent Telles on
April 9 in Las Vegas and they honeymooned
in the French Polynesian Islands. Kathryn is
assistant vice president and branch manager
for Bank of America .... J.D. Blacker 'BB mar-

!ALUMNI

ried Jennie Littell on March 5 and they spent
their honeymoon at Mount Whistler, Canada.
... Jahn Byrum 'BB and Karen Tanzy were
married in January 1993 and moved to Seattle
soon after. John is manager of sales in the
office products division of Minolta Corp . ...
Lisa Mitchall '88 (M.Ed. '90) and Tim
Madson were married in Seattle on June 25.
Lisa is a school psychologist/counselor for the
Oceanside (Calif.) School District•...
Jaequalina Myrick 'BB married Tommy Mejia
on April 30 at Our Lady of Guadalupe
Catholic Church in La Habra, Calif.
Jacqueline is public relations director for Big
West Conference in Irvine . ... Jennifer Piper
'BB (M.Ed. '93) married Jose Cervantes in
March at Founders Chapel. The couple live in
Carlsbad, Calif., and Jennifer is a teacher in
the Vista Unified School District .... Orlando
Sapulvada 'BB and Jennifer Baumann were
married on Oct. 8. Orlando is a federal investigator for the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission in San Antonio,
Texas .... Anne Sprague 'BB (M.Ed. '90) married Robert Culpon on June 4 and they honeymooned on St. John in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. She is a development assistant for
Microsoft Corp. Anne and Robert live in
Kirkland, Wash .... Stephanie Armstrong '89
(M.A . '92) and Keith Szal '91 (M.B.A.) were
married on March 12. Stephanie is a social
services case manager for Childhaven in
Seattle .... liisala Backar '89 married Lt.
Cmdr. Basil Gray on Feb. 20 in Coronado,
Calif., and then relocated to Arlington, Va.
Gisele is a risk management/general liability
coordinator for Nordstrom .... Ranald Bana
'89 and Jean Suprunowski were married on
May 15, 1993, in Tacoma, Wash. Ron is an
FBI agent .... Jahn Dashar '89 married Kristi
Kokalis on Feb. 5 in Portola Valley, Calif.
John is Macintosh product manager for
MicroNet Technology Inc .... Laraa Drauda
'89 married Harry Hirschman on July 16 in
Ojai, Calif. Loree is a Navy jet pilot and will
be one of the first women to deploy on a carrier for six months on a combat billet.... Mary
Farrar '89 and Carl Starratt '90 (J.D. '93)
were married on Feb. 12 at St. Bartholomew's
Episcopal Church in Poway, Calif. Mary is a
contracts administrator for Scientific Atlanta
and Carl is an attorney with the Law Offices
of Shawn F . Kelly • .•• Patrick liinn '89 and
Susanne Krasovich were married on July 29
in Milwaukee, Wis. Patrick is a physician at
the Bermerton, Wash ., Naval Hospital. ...
Pater liraalay '89 and Susan Marlaw '89 were

ARC in Walnut Creek, Calif.... Sabrina
Havarfield '89 and Aaron Scott were married

married on July 23 in Seattle. Peter is a sales
agent with John Scott Real Estate in Seattle.
... Judi lirandahl '89 married Wesley Talcott
on Aug. 22 in Anchorage, Alaska. Jodi is a
student teacher at O'Malley Elementary
School in Anchorage, and she and Wesley
bought a lodge in rural Alaska, near
Matanuska Glacier. She writes: "If anyone
wants a vacation in Alaska, give me a call!" ...
Thaadara Halikas '89 married Terry Markou
in August. Theodora is a social worker with
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on July 2. Sabrina is an administrative assistant with the Municipality of Anchorage,
Alaska .... liina Labavitz '89 married Jahn
Caparall '88 on July 24, 1993. John graduated from law school in June and Gina is a firstgrade teacher with the San Diego Unified
School District.... Anna Martinez '89 and
Mark Williams were married in September at
Founders Chapel. In October, they moved to

THf
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IF NO CORRESPONDENT IS LISTED,
Do you have a new job? A promotion? A
send the form to: Office of Alumni Relations,
new spouse or child? A great vacation story
to tell? Your classmates want to hear about it! University of San Diego, 5998 Alcala Park,
San Diego, CA 92110-2492.
Take a few minutes to fill out this form and
send it to vaur class correspondent, listed in You also can send the information via the
the Alumni Gallery section by class year.
Internet: alumni@teetot.acusd.edu.
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Mississippi .... Linda McMillan '89 married
David Smith in November 1993. Linda is in
advertising and media planning with Rubin
Postaer & Associates .... Sandra Seaburg '89
and Howard Rowley were married Nov. 13,
1993, and they live in San Diego . ... Norman
Slaught '89 and Gloria Ramirez '91 were married on June 11 by Father Barry Vinyard at
Founders Chapel. They honeymooned on
Kauai and Maui and now live in Los Angeles,
where Norman is an account executive with
LAN Systems Inc . ... Stephen Speer '89 and
Julanne Maudlin were married in Chicago on
July 30 and they spent their honeymoon at
Lake Como in northern Italy. Steve is in the
hotel industry and they live in N aperville, Ill.
... Wade Walker '89 and Lara Cook '90 were
married in June 1993 in Hillsborough, Calif.
Wade is an information scientist for Alza in
Palo Alto .... Kimberly Wood '89 married
Stephen Micheli on June 19, 1993. Kimberly
earned a master's degree in clinical psychology
from Pepperdine University in 1991 and is in
private practice as a marriage, family and child
therapist in Monrovia, Calif.. .. Lisa Zito '89
and William West were married on Sept. 1,
1990. Lisa is a paralegal for Cooksey,
Howard, Martin & Toolen in Tustin, Calif.
... Anna Carlson '90 married William Joslin
on July 2. They live in Newport Beach,
Calif., and Anna is an elementary teacher in
the Saddleback Valley School District . ...
James Edwards '90 married Katherine
Iverson on June 25. The couple live in
Denver, where James is a sales agent for
Northwestern Mutual Life . ... Michael
Eggleton '90 and Rebecca Cussen were married May 15, 1993, at Founders Chapel. In
February, they were both transferred to Price
Waterhouse's Moscow office for three years .
Michael is a tax manager for the company ....
Christina Fitzgerald '90 and Dale Abbott were
married in August 1993. Christina is a capital
formation manager for Sterling Financial
Group .... Tammy Kelly '90 and Dennis
Layton were married on June 24. They live in
Las Vegas, where Tammy is a third-year medical student. ... Paula Mascari '90 married
Jason Bott on May 29. Paula is sports ed itor
for the Blade-Citizen in Sol na Beach, Calif.
... Deborah Poirot '90 and Paul Hedley '93
(M.Ed.) were married in August 1992 at
Founders C hapel. Deborah is a flight attendant for American Airlines .... Marc R
Duggan '91 married Michele L. Friedman on
Feb. 19 in San Diego. They live in La Mesa,
Calif., and own and operate the Cayman
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Management Group, a commercial property
management company . ... Kathleen Larson '91
married Erik Borgeson on July 30. Kathleen
earned her master's degree in social work in
May .... Chrislyn Millay '91 and Dominique
Brandt '93 (M.B.A.) were married on July 29
at All Hallows Catholic Church in La Jolla,
Calif. They live in San Diego, where Chrislyn
works for Avis Rent A Car and Dominique is a
consultant for Accounting Based Management
Inc . ... Molly Montgomery '91 married Brian
Richey on Sept. 3. They live in Irving, Texas,
where Molly is catering manager for Harvey
Hotel.... Susan Nadeau '91 and Christopher
Maloney '90 were married at the Immaculata
on June 11. They recently moved to
Nashville .... Katy O'Connell '91 married Greg
Kula on Sept. 3 in Lake Tahoe .... Stacey
Simon '91 and Jeff Soinski were married in
May 1993 . They live in Houston .... Lori
Westcott '91 and Paul Gillette were married
May 14 at Founders Chapel. Lori is a quality
control associate in immunology at
PharMingen in San Diego .... Heather Heyer
'92 married Scott Meyer on Oct. 22. Heather
is an underwriter for Henderson Insurance
Agency in Huntington Beach, Calif....
Wesley Hill '92 married his wife, Jeanna, on
June 19, 1993. Wesley is property manager
for Sheraton Real Estate Management in
Chico, Calif. ... Alan Lewis '92 married
Brandy Smith '92 on Sept. 3 in Coronado,
Calif. Brandy is an analytical chemist for
DepoTech Corp. Sh e and A lan live in
Cardiff-by-the-Sea .... Laura Mleczko '92
married Stephen Embry '92 on Oct. 22. They
live in San Diego and Laura is a teacher in
Vista . ... Michele Peyrebrune '92 and Daniel
T uskey were married on April 19 at the
Immaculata. They live in Rancho Santa
Margarita, Calif.... Nicole Schneider '92 and
Thomas Hume '92 were married on July 10.
Nicole is golf coordinator for Desert
Mountain in Scottsdale, Ariz .... Jason
Taitano '92 married Stephanie Thompson '92
on July 10, 1993. Jason is a catalog and
advertising production manager for
International Male in San Diego. ... Clara
Capano '93 and Gene De Vito were married
on April 16. Clara and Gene live in
Hampton, Va., where she is a paralegal student at Commonwealth College . ... Derek
"Jake" Jacoby '93 and Nancy Petty '93 were
married one week after graduation. Jake owns
his own business, San Diego Primark Inc ....
Andrea Rael '94 married Guillermo Marquez
on Aug. 6 at Founders Chapel. Andrea is a

teacher for the East Whittier (Calif.) City
School District. ... Jennifer Romero '94 and
Richard Ward were married on July 24.
Jennifer is an accountant for Fisher/San
Diego . ... Lisa Upson '94 and Charles Stone
were married on June 18 by Father J.J.
O'Leary at Founders Chapel. Lisa is a technical editor for Chariot Software Group in San
Diego.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Manuel R Martinez Jr. '69 (J.D.) married

Jomarie N . Nasca on June 6, 1991. They
welcomed their first child on Dec. 6, 1992,
and their second in October 1994. Manuel is
a deputy public defender in charge of the
Lancaster, Calif. , public defender's office ....
Florence Johnson '87 (Ed.D.) married Evan
Evanoff on July 25, 1992. The couple live in
Nipomo, Calif. ... Sharyl Aronson '88
(M.B.A.) and David Grayson were married
on Aug. 8, 1993 .... Selma Au '92 (M.I.B. )
married Joseph Yin on July 16. They live in
San Diego, where Selma is marketing director
of Simon Wong Engineering.... Lisa
Dreisbach '93 (M.B.A.) and Robert Spiro
were married on Sept. 16 in Maui. Lisa is a
market analyst for Telios Pharmaceuticals ....
Elizabeth Maiarhofer '93 (M.B.A.) and
Kenneth Kasianovitz '88 were married on
June 19, 1993. They live in San Diego,
where E lizabeth is sen ior market research
analyst for Genta Inc. and Ken is CPA supervisor for Considine & Considine .... Aimee
Walsh '94 (M.A.) and H.A. Schade were
married in June. Aimee is a teacher at Luther
Burbank Middle School in San Francisco.

BIRTHS
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Maureen (Zirpolo) Tate 'BO and h er husband,
Jonathan, celebrated the birth of a daughter,
Hallie, on Dec. 7, 1993. Maureen is director
of sa les for Koll Co. in Newport Beach, Calif.
... MaH Stahly '81 and his wife, Erin , send
news of a daughter, Mollie, born on May 25.
... Kevin Coleman '82 celebrated the arrival of
a daughter, Jamie, on Aug. 18. Kevin also has
a new law practice, the Law Office of Kevin
C. Coleman, in San Rafael, Calif.... Mary
[Woelke) Hogan '83 and h er husband, Robert,
announced the birth of their third daughter,
Sarah, on Nov. 15 , 1993. Mary is a teacher

!ALUMNI

with the San Diego Unified School District.
... Maura (Nuville) Korbin '83 and her husband, Bill Korbin '83, celebrated the birth of a
daughter, Alexandra, on April 1. ..• Lea
(Vance) Leuckel '83 and her husband, David,
had their first child, Christopher, on Feb. 23.
... Russ Whitmarsh '83 and his wife, Terri,
send news of a son, Tanner, who joins older
brother, Tyler, 2 . ... Martie (Carr) Williams
'83 and her husband, Doug, welcomed a
daughter in October 1993. Martie works with
the chronically mentally ill at Behavioral
Health Concepts .... Julie [Gowans]
Henderson '84 and her husband, Frederick,
announced the birth of a son, Taylor, on
April 14. Julie is assistant manager of
Metropolitan Properties Ltd. in Honolulu ....
Cathy (Campbell) Larson '84 and her husband,
Bobby, celebrated the arrival of a son, Robert,
on Feb. 1, 1993. Cathy earned her master's
degree in education from the University of
Illinois in 1993 and is now marketing specialist for Ventana Medical Systems in Tucson,
Ariz ..•. Gary Halley '85 and his wife, Eileen,
announced the birth of a daughter, Molly, on
June 11. ... Judy (Laub] McParlane '85 and
her husband, John, recently welcomed a son,
Jack, who joins their 2-year-old daughter,
Ella. Judy and her family just moved into a
new home in San Diego .... Sharan (Coak)
RaUiff '85 and her husband, Greg, send news
of a son, Sean, born on June 28. The family
lives in Virginia Beach, Va., where Sharon is
a human resources generalist for Household
Credit Services .... Paula [Charbonneau) Rena
'85 and her husband, Jim, announced the
birth of a son, Stephen, on June 10. They live
in Santa Ana, Calif., where Paula is a legal
secretary/paralegal. ... Laura [Sveum] Colburn
'86 (J.D. ' 90) celebrated the arrival of a
daughter, Marianna Katrina Schuster, on
Dec. 7, 1993. Laura is self-employed as a

ANNOUNCING
ANEW EXIT
ON THE INFORMATION
SUPERHIGHWAY!
You can now send your class notes
and address updates to USD's
Office of Alumni Relations through
the Internet. Our e-mail address is:
alumni@teetot.acusd.edu

criminal attorney in San Diego .... Theresa
Gilligan-Kral '86 and her husband, Thomas,
welcomed a daughter, Caitlin, on Feb. 18.
Caitlin was baptized by Monsignor I.B. Eagen
on May 21 at Founders Chapel. ... Jahn
Schilling '86 and his wife, Judy, celebrated
the birth of a boy, John, on June 24. John is
director of opposition research for the
Republican National Committee in
Washington, D.C ...• Lari [Margan] Bennett
'87 and her husband Eric Bennett '87 welcomed a son, Easton, on May 11, 1993. The
family Lives in Portland, Ore .... Laurel
[Brachtrup] Callins '88 and her husband,
Whitley Callins '86, send news of a son,
Matthew, born on Jan. 27. The family lives in
Los Angeles • ..• Liliana (Pezzullo) Fuss '88
and her husband, Jay, announce the birth of a
son, Eric, on Dec. 12, 1993. Liliana is chief
financial officer of Page, Polin, Busch &
Boatwright, a law firm in San Diego....
Megan (Lamers) Bark '89 and her husband,
Andrew, celebrated the birth of a daughter,
Danika, on Nov. 28, 1993. Megan grad uated
from Loyola Law School in May .... Lari
(Soliz) Del Padre '89 and her husband, David
Del Padre '89, welcomed a second child,
Christopher, on June 6. The family lives in
Virginia Beach, Va., where Lori is a homemaker and David has begun working toward
his master's degree .... Bernarda Goncalves
'89 and his wife, Ana, celebrated the arrival
of a daughter in July. The family lives in San
Diego, where Bernardo is a financial consultant with Smith Barney Inc .... Mark Kinsey
'89 (M.S. '91) and his wife, Margaret, welcomed a son, Timothy, on June 16. Mark is
an audio engineer for Sea World in San
Diego.... Kelli (Sullivan] Liautaud '89 and her
husband, David Liautaud '89, celebrated the
birth of a daughter, Madalyn, born on May
27, 1993, who joins older brother Drey, born
on Jan. 14, 1991. Kelli is a vice principal
with the Chino (Calif.) Unified School
District.... Heather [Riker) Marina '89 and
her husband, Steve, announced the birth of a
daughter, Jacquelyn, born on April 29, 1993 .
... Joyce [Meehan) Plotnik '89 and her husband, David, celebrated the birth of their first
child in September. Joyce is director of operations for KCJ Engineering in Los Angeles ....
Marine Capt. Catherine [Farrell] Ramanas '89
and her husband, Gordon, welcomed a son,
Ryan, on Jan. 23. The family lives in West
Allis, Wis .... Susan (German] Zee '89 (M.A.
'92) and her husband, David, celebrated the
arrival of a son, David. Susan is a first-grade

teacher with the West Contra Costa Unified
School District in California .... Kim
(Miraballi] Hallowell '90 and her husband,
Chris, send news of a daughter, Ashlee, born
on Aug. 30, 1992. The family lives in
Oceanside, Calif., where Kim is a stay-athome mom .... Michelle (Da Silva] Gravley '92
and her husband, Dwight, celebrated the birth
of a son, William, on Jan. 22. Michelle is a
graduate student and the family lives in
Encinitas, Calif.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Alan J. Saxe (J.D. '81, M.B.A. '85) and his

wife, Kay, welcomed their second child,
Haley, born on Dec. 12, 1993, who joins
2-1/2-year-old Hudson. Alan is vice president
of labor relations for Warner Bros. Television
in Burbank, Calif.... Carl Burke '87 (M.B.A.)
and his wife, Colette, celebrated the birth of a
son, Conor, in December 1993. Carl is manager of human resources and finance for the
northwest operations of Eli Lilly Medical
Devices .... Catherine McDeed-Breault '87
(M.S.N.) and her husband, Christian, welcomed the adoption of their second child,
Karianne, who was born on Feb. 13. The
family moved to Falls Church, Va., in the
spring of 1994 and Catherine started a new
job in April as clinical operations director in
the emergency department of George
Washington University Medical Center .•..
Anthony Katha! 'BB (M.B.A. ) and his wife,
Kathleen, welcomed a third daughter, Holly,
on Nov. 3, 1993. Holly joins sisters Nicole,
born in 1989, and Natalie, born in 1992.
Anthony is director of leasing for the Pacific
Design Center in West Hollywood, Calif.,
and is a third-degree member of the Knights
of Columbus .... Susan [Benes] Pacheco 'BB
(M.B.A.) announced the birth of a son,
Daniel, born on Dec. 1, 1992 .... Christine
(Pratt) Jorgensen '92 (M.B.A.) and her husband, Richard, celebrated the birth of a son,
Kevin, on July 10. Christine is a product marketing manager for Megatek Corp. in San Diego.

IN

MEMORIAM

Maryln [Walsh) Band '57 passed away on Jan.
30, 1994.
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Certificate in International Business
course, "Developing International
Marketing Plans," Dick Powell, president, International Marketing
Association. 6:30-9:30 p.rn.,
Manchester Executive Conference
Center. Continues Wednesdays throughout January. Fee. For information on
this or other international business
courses, call (619) 260-4644.
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Professional development series,
"Leadership/Management Training,"
James Lundy, author of Lead, Follow or
Get Out of the Way . 4-6:30 p.rn.,
Manchester Executive Conference
Center. The series runs for seven consecutive Monday evenings and covers a
different topic each night. Topics include
time management, strategic planning and
crisis management. Fee. For information
on this or other programs in this series,
call (619) 260-4585.

5
Institute for Project Management course,
"Resource Scheduling for Projects,"
Barbara Withers, USD assistant professor of management science. 6:30-9:30 p.rn.,
Olin Hall 226. Continues Thursdays
throughout January. Fee.
For information on this or other
project management courses,
call (619) 260-2258.

:E"'"e: b:r-.i&a.:ry2
Institute for Christian Ministries seminar, "Zen Meditation for Christians,"
Deborah Barrett, SFCC, Ph.D. 7-9 p.rn.,
Serra Hall 211. Continues Feb. 9.
$20 preregistered, $25 at the door. For
information on this or other Institute for
Christian Ministries courses, call
(619) 260-4784.

3
All-faith service. Noon, the Irnrnaculata.
This annual celebration features prayers
and songs offered by representatives of
many religious traditions.

:111'.E&a.:r~h
1
Ash Wednesday. Masses : 7 a.rn.,
12:20 p.rn. and 5 p.rn., Founders Chapel.

2-30
Founders Gallery exhibit, "Old Master
Prints" from the Hoehn Collection. This
exhibition will include more than 20
works from an outstanding private
Hoehn collection and will feature prints
by the most significant printmakers from
the late 15th century to the early 18th
century. 12:30-4:30 p.rn.,
Monday through Friday. Free.
(619) 260-2280.

9
Institute for Christian Ministries seminar, "Why Marriages Fail," Michael
French, Ph.D., clinical psychologist.
7-9 p.rn., USD campus. Continues
March 16. $20 preregistered, $25 at the
door. (619) 260-4784.

13-17
Spring break.

20
"An Evening with Langston and
Martin," featuring Danny Glover and
Felix Justice. Co-sponsored by the
Associated Students social issues committee and the faculty-staff social issues
committee. 7 p.rn., Shiley Theatre. Free.
(619) 260-4798.

22
Latin Mass, honoring St. Peter.
12:20 p.rn., Founders Chapel.

31
Social issues conference, "Communities
in Flux: Awareness, Loyalties and
Responsibilities." All day, Hahn
University Center Forum A/B.
(619) 260-4798.
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USD fields teams in a number of sports
throughout the year. For information or
schedules for any of the following teams,
please call the USD Sports Center at
(619) 260-4803 .
Men's Basketball: Horne games include:
Jan. 3 vs. Yale University; Jan. 12 vs.
Gonzaga; Jan. 14 vs. Portland; Jan. 24
vs. Cal Poly; Jan. 28 vs. San Francisco;
Feb. 2 vs. Santa Clara; Feb. 4 vs. St.
Mary's; Feb. 16 vs. Loyola Maryrnount;
Feb. 18 vs. Pepperdine; and Feb. 28 vs.
Cal State Northridge.
Women's Basketball: Horne games
include: Jan. 5 vs. Columbia; Jan. 19
vs. Pepperdine; Jan. 21 vs. Loyola
Maryrnount; Jan. 28 vs. San Francisco;
Feb. 9 vs. St. Mary's; Feb. 11 vs. Santa
Clara; Feb. 23 vs. Portland; and Feb. 25
vs. Gonzaga.
Men's Tennis: Horne matches include:
Jan. 22 vs. U.C. Riverside; Jan. 22 vs.
U CSD; Jan. 3 1 vs. Brigham Young
University; Feb. 3-5, 24th San Diego
Intercollegiates; Feb. 21 vs. U.S. Air
Force Academy; March 2 vs. U.C.
Berkeley; and March 10-12, Pro-Kennex
Collegiate Classic.
Women's Tennis: Horne matches
include: Jan. 24 vs. UCSD; Feb. 4 vs.
University of New Mexico; Feb. 11 vs.
U.C. Berkeley; Feb. 12 vs. Pepperdine;
Feb. 24 vs. Arizona State University;
Feb. 25 vs. University of Minnesota;
March 1 vs. SDSU; March 4 vs. U.C.
Santa Barbara; March 5 vs. William &
Mary; March 9 vs. Yale University; and
March 11 vs. Rice University.
Baseball: Horne games include: Feb. 7
vs. Point Lorna Nazarene; Feb. 10, 11
and 12 vs. Cal State Northridge; Feb. 19
vs. USC; Feb. 24, 25 and 26 vs. U.C.
Santa Barbara; March 1 vs. UCLA; and
March 3 and 4 vs. Loyola Maryrnount.
Softball: Horne games include: Feb. 10
vs. St. Mary's; Feb. 17 vs. Cal State San
Bernardino; Feb. 22 vs. UCSD; March 1
vs. SDSU; March 4 vs. Azusa Pacific;
and March 7 vs. Concordia.
Swimming and Diving: Horne meets
include: Jan. 10 vs. San Jose State,
Fresno State and St. Bonaventure; and
Jan. 28 vs. Pepperdine.
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P A R T I N G SHOT
In 1988, USO was privileged to receive Mother
Teresa as a campus visitor. After the visit, the
photograph shown here - taken by free-lance photographer Pablo Mason - graced the cover of USD

Magazine. This year, the Missionaries of Charity
selected the photograph as their founder's official
portrait, which will he displayed in the more than

400 Missionaries of Charity homes throughout the
world.
The portrait first came to the attention of the
Missionaries of Charity when Dr. Anita Figueredo, a
USO trustee and longtime associate of Mother
Teresa, made a gift of the photograph to the Tijuana
Missionaries of Charity home. Father Joseph
Langford, the superior of the Missionaries of Charity
Fathers, remembered the image he saw in Tijuana
when possibilities for the official portrait were being
considered.
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